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I. INTRODUCTION

1.
This report is based on the questionnaire initially developed by the Korea Institute of Public
Finance (KIPF) and modified by the OECD Secretariat in the context of the 8th meeting of the Asia
Network on Corporate Governance of State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs). The report provides recent
information on national approaches to performance evaluation1 and monitoring on SOEs or governmentinvested enterprises in 10 Asia economies and Kazakhstan. The national practices in performance
evaluation and monitoring of SOEs from each country are compared and discussed.
2.
In 2015, the Asia SOE Network is re-launched as a forum for the governments of Asia countries
and other corporate governance practitioners to provide assistance in developing and implementing
frameworks for national SOE sectors. Taking into account the revision of the OECD Guidelines on
Corporate Governance of State-Owned Enterprises2 (the Guidelines; OECD, 2015), the Network identifies
common challenges related to state-owned enterprise ownership and governance. Its objective is to share
good practices and to develop recommendations for effective reform and performance management. The
intention is also to use the Network to issue topical studies of SOE governance and reform comparing the
practices of participating countries, based on the discussions at the Network meetings.
3.
The overarching theme for this year’s Network meeting is ‘Performance Management of SOEs’.
In many Asian economies, SOEs are not only part of vital governmental functions but are also involved in
purely commercial activities for profit. These various purposes that the government assigns to SOEs point
out the significant and often pioneering role those SOEs play in the growth and development of emerging
economies.
4.
The report is based on recent experiences in the following economies (in alphabetical order):
Bhutan, People’s Republic of China (hereafter China), India, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Korea, Myanmar,
Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore and Viet Nam. The following sections will address the landscape of
performance management of SOEs in Asia, and provide a comparative review of national practices in light
of the good practices in organising their SOE sectors with those questions: i) do States evaluate or monitor
performances of SOEs?; ii) do States have any system for performance evaluation or monitoring of SOEs?;
iii) who/which positions are in charge of evaluation or monitoring?; iv) are commercial SOEs subject to
evaluation systems different from that of non-commercial SOEs?; v) are all of the centrally-controlled
SOEs subject to performance evaluation or monitoring?; vi) how often do States evaluate or monitor
performances?; vii) how are performances of SOEs being evaluated or monitored?; viii) why do States
evaluate or monitor performances of SOEs?; ix) what kind of ex-post measures are taken depending on the
results of evaluation or monitoring?

1.

Performance evaluation is understood to denote the evaluation or monitoring practices which are
performed directly or via other government-controlled institutional units, by the central or federal level of
government.

2.

http://www.oecd.org/daf/ca/34803211.pdf
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II. SOE LANDSCAPE

5.
State-owned enterprises (SOEs)3 are still key economic players in many Asian countries and their
governance is important to ensure their full contribution to economic growth and the competitiveness of
countries. Table 1 provides the distribution of the world’s largest SOEs with significant state ownership in
12 economies of Asia. The table applied a “broad” definition of SOEs, including all enterprise with more
than 10% government investment. Based on Forbes 2000 Global ranking of companies, the Table
highlights that no less than 204 of the 649 Asian companies ranked in 2014 have a significant state share.
According to the Table, more than a third of the world’s largest SOEs in 2014 (a total of 128) are mainland
Chinese, with an additional 13 domiciled in Hong Kong, China. The remainder is accounted for largely
by Southeast Asian economies including India (34 SOEs), Singapore (6) and Indonesia (5).
Table 1. Distribution of the world’s largest SOEs in Asia
Country

More than 10% share of State

Private companies

Total

China

128

52

180

India

34

22

56

Hong Kong, China

13

39

52

Singapore

6

14

20

Indonesia

5

2

7

Thailand

4

12

16

Malaysia

4

12

16

Korea

3

63

66

Viet Nam

3

0

3

Japan

2

217

219

Pakistan

1

0

1

Philippines

0

8

8

Grand Total

204

445

649

Source: Forbes Global 2000.

6.
Figure 1 shows that the shares of each country’s largest enterprises that are largely controlled by
the state in Asia region. Both the number of SOEs and the market value of state invested enterprises by
country are significantly different by countries. Viet Nam and Pakistan have only SOEs ranked in the
world’s largest companies. They don’t have any large enterprises that are partially controlled by States.
The share of SOEs market value is on average higher than the share of private companies in China,
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand and Japan. Regardless of these figures, a very high percentage of large
companies in China (over two-thirds) are under majority or, in some cases, partial state ownership.
Conversely, the share of SOEs in the corporate sector in India appears to be relatively limited. This
probably attests to the prominence of very large family owned corporate groups in the Indian economy and
among stock listed companies.

3.

State-owned enterprises (SOEs) are understood to denote public corporations that are controlled, directly or
via other government-controlled institutional units, by the central or federal level of government. Control is
defined as the ability to determine the objectives of an institutional unit.
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Figure 1. Share of SOEs in the world’s largest companies, by country
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1. SOE sectors and national classification of SOEs
7.
The OECD Guidelines define a SOE as any corporate entity recognised by national law as an
enterprise and in which the state exercises ownership. This includes joint stock companies, limited liability
companies and partnerships limited by shares. Moreover, statutory corporations with their legal personality
established through specific legislation should be considered as SOEs if their purpose and activities, or
parts of their activities, are of a largely economic nature. Table 2 highlights differences across economies
with respect to the range of institutions that they consider as SOEs.
Table 2. Definition of SOEs in 10 Asia countries and Kazakhstan
Country

Definition

1

Bhutan

2

China

3

India

State-owned enterprises are any enterprise with
state ownership. SOEs include both enterprises
that are wholly owned and those with minority state
ownership.
SOEs are enterprises invested by state refer to the
solely state-owned enterprises, wholly state-owned
companies, state-owned capital controlling
companies and state-owned capital holding
companies.
Any enterprise having a shareholding of 51% or
more in the paid up capital, is termed as a public
enterprise.
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Legal or published
basis
Legal entities
created by the
Royal Government
of Bhutan
The Law of the
People’s Republic
of China, 2009

Classification
standards
Legal form, other
standards

The Companies Act
2013

Legal form

Commerciality

4

Indonesia

5

Korea

6

State-owned Enterprises (Badan Usaha Milik
Negara or "BUMN") are generally governed by law.
BUMN are companies which are wholly or partly,
and directly or indirectly, owned by or form part of
the Government of the Republic of Indonesia, such
as a public utility enterprise/Special Purpose Entity
(Perusahaan Umum or "Perum") and limited liability
State-owned enterprise (Perusahaan Perseroan or
"Persero"). Persero is a BUMN in the form of a
limited liability company whose capital is divided
into shares in which all or at least 51% (fifty-one
percent) of its shares are owned by the Republic of
Indonesia with the main purpose of making a profit.
Korea uses the term “public institutions”. The
designated as SOE that is based on the ratio of
their self-generating revenue and the amount of the
government grants.

Law No. 19 of 2003
on State-Owned
Enterprises dated
June 19, 2003
("Law No.
19/2003")

Myanmar

State-owned enterprises are enterprises
incorporated under the State-owned Economic
Enterprise Law (SOEEL 1989) or the Special
Companies Act (1950).

7

Pakistan

8

Philippines

9

Singapore

10

Viet Nam

“Public Sector Company” means a company,
whether public or private, which is directly or
indirectly controlled, beneficially owned or not less
than fifty percent of the voting securities or voting
power of which are held by the Government or
instrumentality or agency.
SOEs are referred to as “Government-Owned-orControlled Corporations” or “GOCCs”, which
specific subsets, such as “Government-FinancialInstitutions” or “GFIs”, that they are organised
under a specific charters which expressly grants to
them operational autonomy and exercising
corporate powers, usually vested in a Board of
Directors.
SOEs are commonly referred to as GLCs
(Government Linked Corporations) or TLCs
(Temasek Linked Corporations or Companies).
These are corporations which are incorporated
under the companies act as legal entities and are
either wholly or partly owned by Temasek Holdings
and over which it has significant control or
influence. Many of these companies are listed.
SOE is defined as an enterprise with 100 percent
state ownership. The General Statistical Office
(GSO), however, uses a broader definition to
include any enterprise in which the government
owns 51 percent more of the charter capital. As of
end-2013, the government claimed 796 SOEs
while the GSO provides statistics of 3,135 SOEs.

State-owned
Economic
Enterprise Law or
the Special
Companies Act
(1950).
Public Sector
Companies
(Corporate
Governance) Rules,
2013

11

Kazakhstan

In compliance with the Law “On State Property”,
the state takes part in: i) State legal entities, which
include state-owned enterprises and public
institutions; ii) Joint-stock companies and limited
partnerships.

Source: OECD
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Act on the
Management of
Public Institutions

Commerciality: i)
Public corporations;
ii) quasigovernmental
institutions; and iii)
non-classified public
intuitions
Legal form

Legal form and
Commerciality

GOCC Governance
Act of 2011 –
Republic Act No.
10149

Legal form,
Commerciality and
Other standards

Companies act

Legal form

Law on Enterprises
amended in 2014 &
Law on
Management and
Use of State Capital
Invested in
Production and
Business 2014
Law “On State
Property”

Commerciality

Commerciality

8.
Many countries apply broad definitions of state-owned enterprises to institutions and enterprises.
In Bhutan, China and Pakistan, any enterprise where the State is an investor is regarded as a state-owned
and there is then a distinction between singly state-owned enterprises, wholly state-owned companies,
state-owned capital controlling companies and state-owned capital holding companies. In Singapore,
SOEs are commonly referred to as GLCs (Government Linked Corporations) or TLCs (Temasek Linked
Corporations or Companies). These are corporations which are incorporated under the companies act as
legal entities and are either wholly or partly owned by Temasek Holdings and over which it has significant
control or influence.
9.
SOEs in Myanmar are defined as an enterprise incorporated by the Government or relevant line
Ministries under the State-owned Economic Enterprise Law (SOEEL 1989). In India and Viet Nam, there
are specific percentages of capital shares to be regarded as an SOE, for example having a shareholding of
51% or more in the paid up capital. Korea defines SOEs as “Public Institutions” based on the ratio of their
self-generating revenue and the amount of the government grants including the revenue from
commissioned affairs or monopoly, if the government commissioned public services to an institution or if a
monopoly is granted to an institution.
10.
Regarding the classification standards in the country, Viet Nam, China and Kazakhstan apply
commerciality classification for SOEs. India classifies SOEs as legal form and defines SOEs as enterprises
producing goods and rendering services. Bhutan, Korea, Pakistan and the Philippines use several
classifications following the incorporation structure, the investment rage and the Act.
2. Distribution of SOEs by definition and sector
11.
There 11 fully owned companies, 3 controlled companies, and 6 linked companies in Bhutan.
Under the Druk Holding and Investments Limited holding structure all SOEs are labelled DHI Portfolio
Companies (DPCs). Within the DPCs they are categorised based on the ownership percentage held by DHI.
For SOEs where DHI has 100% shareholding, they are termed DHI Owned Companies, for SOEs where
DHI holds more than 50% shares, and DHI linked companies where DHI owns 50% or less. There are still
8 other SOEs remaining with the Royal Government of Bhutan, owned by and reporting to relevant line
Ministries within the government.
12.
State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council (SASAC)
is one centralised ownership agency in China that performs investor’s responsibilities (ownership
functions) on behalf of the state. There are four types of enterprises invested by state refer to the solely
state-owned enterprises, wholly state-owned companies, state-owned capital controlling companies and
state-owned capital holding companies. SASAC directly conducts investor’s responsibilities to 110 nonfinancial central SOEs. By the end of 2014, there are 38,000 legal entities affiliated to the 110 central
SOEs with total assets, sales revenues and profits before tax accounting for 38.7 trillion RMB, 25.1trillion
RMB and 1.4 trillion RMB respectively. The sector distribution covers petroleum and petrochemical,
metallurgical, machinery, mining, electronics, military, electricity, chemical, building materials,
construction,
geological
exploration,
communications
and
transportation,
warehousing,
telecommunications, trade and etc.
13.
The SOEs in Indian vernacular (Central Public Sector Enterprises, CPSE) are accountable to the
Parliament of India, to the Government, through their concerned Ministry, to the Comptroller and Auditor
General who is the constitutional body, other agencies like Planning Commission, Central Vigilance
Commission, Performance Management Division, High Power Committees and others. In all, out of 290
Central SOEs, 47 SOEs listed4 on Bombay Stock Exchange had government shareholdings exceeding 51%,
4

http://www.bsepsu.com/PSUListed_bse.asp#
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while the rest 243 Central SOEs had 100% government shareholdings (Public Enterprises Survey, 20132014). The distribution of CPSE is shown in table 3.
Table 3. Distribution of CPSE in 2014, India
Industry

Sub-Industry

Agriculture

Agro based industries

5

Mining

Coal

8

Crude oil

5

Other minerals & metals

12

Steel

5

Petroleum (Refinery & Marketing)

8

Fertilizers

7

Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals

12

Heavy Engineering

10

Medium & light engineering

22

Transportation equipment

8

Consumer goods

14

Textiles

4

Power generation

10

Power transmission

3

Trading & Marketing

21

Transport services

13

Contract & construction services

13

Industrial development & Technology consultancy services

19

Tourist services

9

Financial services

21

Telecommunication services

5

Construction

56

Total

290

Manufacturing

Electricity

Services

Construction

Number of CPSE

14.
Indonesia has two categorised of SOEs (in Indonesian vernacular, Badan Usaha Milik Negara:
BUMN: i) Persero is a BUMN in the form of a limited liability company whose capital is divided into
shares in which all or at least 51% (fifty-one percent) of its shares are owned by Indonesia with the main
purpose of making a profit.; ii) Perum is a BUMN where all of its capital is owned by the state and is not
divided into shares for the purpose of public benefit in the form of inventory of goods and/or services of
high quality, and concurrently to make a profit under the principals of corporate management. The
Ministry of State-Owned Enterprises is appointed and/or authorised to represent the government of
Republic of Indonesia as State Shareholder in Persero by taking account the prevailing laws and
regulations, as governed by Law No. 19 of 2003 on State-Owned Enterprises dated June 19, 2003. The
individual SOEs portfolios are described in Table 4.
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Table 4. Individual SOEs portfolios, Indonesia
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Listed/Public SOEs

17

18

18

20

20

Non Listed SOEs

111

109

108

105

85

Special Purpose Entity (Perum)

14

14

14

14

14

Total Number of SOEs

142

141

140

139

119

Enterprise with Minority
government ownership

18

18

13

12

24

15.
Korea applies a general term with “public institutions.” According to the Act on the
Management of Public Institutions, the Minister of Strategy and Finance designate public institutions based
on the ratio of their self-generating revenue and the amount of the government grants (including the
revenue from commissioned affairs or monopoly, if the government commissioned public services to an
institution or a monopoly is granted to an institutions under Acts and subordinate statues). According to the
Act on the Management of Public Institutions, state-owned enterprises are classified into 3 types in Korea,
which are public corporations, quasi-governmental institutions, and non-classified public institutions,
depending on their asset size, the ratio of self-generating revenue, and the number of employees once they
are designated as public institutions.
16.
As of 2015, the Minister of Strategy and Finance designated 316 institutions as public institutions
(Korean term of SOEs) which are 30 public corporations, 86 quasi-governmental institutions, and 200 nonclassified institutions. The total asset of public institutions in the fiscal year of 2014 is approximately 750
trillion won and the total amount of sales by public institutions during 2014 is around 280 trillion won. The
major strategies and targets of each public institution’s businesses and operations are set up by Prime
Minister’s office (The exact full name is the Office for Government Policy Coordination, Prime Minister’s
Secretariat), 21 ministries, and 13 agencies. The numbers of public institutions under these competent
authorities are as follows as of 2015:
Table 5. The number of public institutions, Korea
Competent Ministries
Ministry of Science, ICT and Future
Planning

No. of
Institutions

Competent Ministries

No. of
Institutions

41

Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy

40

Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism

35

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and
Transport

24

Office for Government Policy Coordination,
Prime Minister’s Secretariat

24

Ministry of Education

21

Ministry of Health and Welfare

20

Ministry of Oceans and Fisheries

15

Ministry of Employment and Labour

12

Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural
Affairs

10

Small & Medium Business Administration

8

Financial Services Commission

8

Ministry of Environment

6

Ministry of Gender Equality and Family

5

Ministry of Justice

4

Ministry of Food and Drug Safety

4

Korean Intellectual Property Office

4

Ministry of Strategy and Finance

3

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

3

Korea Meteorological Administration

3

11

Nuclear Safety and Security Commission

3

Ministry of Patriots and Veterans Affairs

3

Ministry of Unification

2

Ministry of National Defense

2

Ministry of Government Administration and
Home Affairs

2

Ministry of Public Safety and Security

2

Korea Forest Service

2

Fair Trade Commission

2

Defense Acquisition Program
Administration

2

Korea Customs Service

1

Korea Communications Commission

1

Rural Development Administration

1

Cultural Heritage Administration

1

National Police Agency

1

Ministry of Personnel Management

1

17.
In Myanmar, the State-owned Economic Enterprise Law (SOEEL) governs economic activity in
a range of specified sectors which are reserved for state-owned economic enterprises. Indeed the Special
Companies Act governs the formation of companies that have both Government and private sector
shareholders. Most SOEs under the directives of each ministry are responsible for the management of the
operations contemplated under the contracts. Making the contracts need the approval of the Cabinet. SOEs
such as Myanmar Oil and Gas Enterprise (MOGE), Myanmar Petrochemical Enterprise (MPE) and
Myanmar Petroleum Products Enterprise (MPPE) from the Ministry of Energy, No. 1 Mining Enterprise,
No. 2 Mining Enterprise, No. 3 Mining Enterprise, Myanmar Gems Enterprise, Myanmar Salt and Marine
Chemical Enterprise and Myanmar Pearl Enterprise from the Ministry of Mines, play major roles in the
allocation of licenses; the monitoring of implementation of the country’s legal regime; and efforts to
develop commercial capacity.
18.
Currently there are 44 SOEs under 17 Ministries and some Enterprises for example Textile
Enterprise consists of more than 10 spinning and textile factories. 44 SOEs include State Owned Banks
also. Myanmar is going to introduce Stock Market in the end of 2015. The SOEs are the major ones and
each individual SOE has a variety of its portfolios including different ownership functions. But it has not
been definitely classified in approximate size and ownership in Myanmar. The major enterprises5 are as
follows:
Table 6. Major SOEs in Myanmar
Ministries

Major enterprise

Ministry of Mines

No. 1 Mining Enterprise, No. 2Mining Enterprise, Myanmar Gems Enterprise,
Myanmar Pearl Enterprise and Myanmar Salt and Marine Chemical Enterprise

Ministry of Energy

Myanmar Oil and Gas Enterprise, Myanmar Petrochemical Enterprise and
Myanmar Petroleum Products Enterprise

Ministry of Electric Power

Myanmar Electric Power Enterprise and Hydropower Generation enterprise

Ministry of Communication and
Information Technology

Myanmar Post and Telecommunication and Myanmar Post as SOEs from the
Ministry of Communication and Information Technology)

Ministry of Industry

No. 1 Heavy Industry, No. 2 Heavy Industry and No. 3 Heavy Industry, Myanmar
Pharmaceutical and Foodstuff Industries and Paper and Home Utility Industries

Ministry of Transportation

Myanmar Airways, Inland Water Transport, Myanmar Port Authority and Myanmar
Shipyards

5

www.dica.gov.mm
12

Ministry of Rail Transportation

Myanmar Railway and Road Transport as SOEs from the Ministry of Rail
Transportation

Ministry of Environmental
Conservation and Forestry

Myanmar Timber Enterprise as SOEs from the Ministry of Environmental
Conservation and Forestry,

Ministry of Finance

Myanmar Insurance Enterprise

Ministry of Construction

Department of Road and Department of Bridge

19.
In Pakistan, “Public Sector Company (PSC)”, as mentioned above, means a company, whether
public or private, which is directly or indirectly controlled, beneficially owned or not less than fifty percent
of the voting securities or voting power of which are held by the Government or instrumentality or agency
of the Government or a statutory body, or in respect of which the Government or any instrumentality or
agency of the Government or a statutory body, has otherwise power to elect, nominate or appoint majority
of its directors, and includes a public sector association not for profit, licensed under section 42 of the
Ordinance. With one designated government ministry (whose principal responsibilities go beyond the
ownership function) the PSC are designated line ministries, being the owners, are responsible for
coordination of PSCs affairs with the government and board of directors are responsible for managing the
day to day affairs of the Company.
20.
Line ministries are responsible for oversight of 170 PSCs performance and ensuring information
disclosure practices. Regulatory bodies set standards for operations at sector level. Securities & Exchange
Commission of Pakistan (SECP) is responsible for ensuring timely information disclosures (as per
internationally set reporting standards) by registered companies.
Table 7. Individual SOE portfolios, Pakistan
Administrative Ministry /Division

PSCs

Ministry of Industries and Production

35

Ministry of Water & Power

24

Ministry of Finance, Revenue, Economic Affairs, Statistics and Privatization

21

Ministry of Ports and Shipping

20

Ministry of Commerce and Textile Industry

16

Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Resources

15

Ministry of Information Technology and Telecommunication

5

Ministry of Railways

3

Ministry of National Food Security and Research

3

Ministry of Information, Broadcasting and National Heritage

3

Cabinet Secretariat Cabinet Division

4

Aviation Division

4

Climate Change Division

1

Ministry of Housing and Works

3

Ministry of Science and Technology

1

Ministry of Overseas Pakistanis and Human Resource Development

2

13

Ministry of Communication

1

Ministry of Defence Production

1

Ministry of Inter Provincial Coordination

1

Other Ministries

7

Total

170

21.
In the Philippines, SOE are referred to as “Government-Owned-or-Controlled Corporations
(GOCC)”. Based on this definition, an agency will be considered a GOCC when the Philippine
Government has at least majority ownership of the same. Furthermore, under Philippine law, there is no
distinction between GOCCs which are 100% owned, and those GOCCs which the state have less than 100%
ownership. All such agencies fall under the above quoted definition, for as long as they meet the minimum
ownership requirement (GCG, 2014). For the 107 GOCCs under the jurisdiction of the Governance
Commission, they have the following sectors and respective number of GOCCs in each:
Table 8. Distribution of GOCCs by sectors in the Philippines
Sectors

Number of GOCCs

Utilities

17

Non-Banking Institutions

14

Area Development

13

Banking Institutions

8

Energy

8

Agricultural and Fisheries

8

Social Security Institutions

6

Materials

5

Realty Holding Companies

5

Trade

4

Tourism

4

Communications

4

Educational

3

Food

3

Cultural

2

Gaming

2

Healthcare Services

1

Total

107

22.
From the 107 GOCCs currently under the jurisdiction of the Governance Commission, there are 4
GOCCs which have minority shareholdings owned by the Private Sector: i) Credit Information Corporation
(CIC), which belong in the Non-Banking Institutions Sector; ii) PNOC Exploration Corporation (PNOCEC), which belong in the Energy Sector; iii) PEA Tollway Corporation (PEA-TC), which belong in the
Utilities Sector; and iv) Philippine National Construction Corporation (PNCC), which belong in the
Utilities Sector. The other GOCCs are 100% owned by the Philippine National Government directly or
through its instrumentalities.
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23.
In Singapore, SOEs are commonly referred to as GLCs (Government Linked Corporations) or
TLCs (Temasek Linked Corporations or Companies). Temasek was founded/formed in 1974 under the
Ministry of Finance as an exempt private company. These are corporations which are incorporated under
the companies act as legal entities and are either wholly or partly owned by Temasek Holdings and over
which it has significant control or influence. Many of these companies are listed. Temasek Holdings is the
investment company which is wholly owned by the Ministry of Finance and own and manage all its assets
based on commercial principals. The net portfolio value of Temasek was S$266 billion as at 31 March
2015. 28% of this portfolio is invested in Singapore, 42% in Asia (excluding Singapore) and 30% in the
rest of the world. Group net profit for the FY ended 31 March 2015 was S$11 billion. The top 10 holdings
account for 48% of total net portfolio value. Key Sectors invested in the Portfolio include: i) Financial
Services (28%); ii) Telecommunications, Media & Technology (24%); iii) Transportation & Industrials
(17%); iv) Consumer & Real Estate (15%); v) Energy & Resources (5%); and vi) Others (11%).
24.
The Vietnamese government defines SOE as an enterprise with 100 percent state ownership. The
General Statistical Office (GSO), however, uses a broader definition to include any enterprise in which the
government owns 51 percent more of the charter capital. As of end-2013, the government claimed 796
SOEs while the GSO provides statistics of 3,135 companies that by commonly applied definitions would
be SOEs. However, closed to half of these are not economically active. They contributed to 32.2% of GDP,
16.3 % industrial output, and 33.3% domestic budget revenue (non-oil). The Government claimed only 796
SOEs (100% of State ownership). These SOEs' total assets reached 2,8 trillion VND, equivalent to 127.5
billion USD or 74% of GDP while total debts reached 1,5 trillion VND, equivalent to 67 billion USD or 39%
of GDP.
25.
Among 6,441 enterprises in Kazakhstan, there are 594 state-owned joint stock companies and
limited liability partnership (JSC and LLP) (8 per cent) and 27 national holding companies including 3
managing holdings (5 per cent)6. As a sovereign wealth fund, Samruk-Kazyna manages major strategic
assets that cover oil and gas, transport and communication, atomic industry, mining, electricity production
and chemical industry. Their GDP contribution to the national account is 14.9 % with 21 USD billions and
they have 4 % employees (357,000 people) in Kazakhstan in September 2014.
3. Ownership function and its portfolio
26.
Recent OECD analysis has identified five state-ownership models: the centralised model, the
dual model, the twin track, the co-ordinating agency and the decentralised case (OECD, 2015). The
ownership models, in summary and as they will appear, are as follows:






6.

Centralised Model: One government institution carries out the mission as shareholder in all
companies and organisations controlled by the state. This institution can be either a specialised
ownership agency or a designated government ministry. Financial targets, technical and
operational issues, and the process of monitoring SOE performance are all conducted by the
central body. Board members are appointed in different ways but instrumental input comes from
central unit. For
Dual Model: The defining characteristic of the dual model is that two government institutions – in
practice often one line-ministry per SOE plus the finance ministry - share in the ownership
function commanding each individual SOE. Typically, one ministry sets financial objectives and
another ministry formulates operational strategy.
Twin Track: The characteristics of the twin track model can be defined as functionally equivalent
to the centralised model, but with two individual portfolios of SOEs overseen by two different
government institutions. This model has often been referred to as “dual”, but in practice it differs
http://www.stat.gov.kz/ and Ministry of National Economy.
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materially from the dual model in that only one government body is involved in the ownership of
each SOE.
Coordinating Agency: Specialised government units act in an advisory capacity to other
shareholding ministries on technical and operational issues, and their most important mandate
often is to monitor SOE performance. The more limited role of these central agencies, coupled
with the autonomy that line-ministries thus maintain, leads to considerable overlap with the
decentralised model.
Decentralised: No one single institution or state actor acts on the responsibilities of the ownership
function. Public perception often perceives line-ministries to be de facto running the SOE as an
extension of their ministerial powers. For each of the three ownership function responsibilities a
unique state unit or a mix of state units subsume the role.

27.
Nevertheless, certain ownership structures are difficult to categorise against the current changes
observed or political headwinds that have resisted reforms aimed at transferring to an alternative model.
Based on the response from 10 Asia economies and Kazakhstan, we can compare how the ownership
function is placed within the state administration in Figure 2 and Table 9.
Figure 2. Diagram of ownership model

Ministry: Korea,
Indonesia

Agency: China, Bhutan,
Singapore,
Kazakhstan

India, Philippines

Viet Nam, Pakistan,
Myanmar
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Table 9. Distribution of country by ownership model

Ownership Model

Country
Bhutan, China,
Singapore,
Kazakhstan

One centralised ownership agency, holding company or government ministry, exclusively
performing the role of ownership
A small number of ownership agencies, holding companies, privatisation agencies or similar
bodies owning portfolios of SOEs separately
A coordinating agency with non-trivial powers over SOEs formally held by other ministries

1

One designated government ministry (whose principal responsibilities go beyond the
ownership function)

India, Philippines

Korea, Indonesia

“Dual ownership”: two ministries or other high-level public institutions jointly exercise the
ownership
“Dispersed ownership”: a large number of government ministries or other high-level public
institutions exercise ownership rights over SOEs (in the absence of a coordinating agency)

Viet Nam, Pakistan,
Myanmar

“Hybrid model”: combining some of the above features
1.

For example a coordinating agency or specialised unit acting in an advisory capacity to shareholding ministries on technical and
operational issues, in addition to being responsible for performance monitoring.

28.
Within the centralised model of state ownership, functions are consolidated under the
responsibility of one single ministry, mostly the Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Industry, or Ministry of
the Economy, or a centralised agency. Bhutan, China, Singapore, and Kazakhstan illustrate the case of
one centralised ownership agency, holding company or government ministry, exclusively performing the
role of ownership. China government persists in the separation of government functions of social and
public administration from the functions of investor of State-owned assets, the separation of government
functions from enterprise management and the separation of ownership from management. The stateowned assets supervision and administration authorities shall not perform the functions of social and public
administration which shall be assumed by the government. When needed, the State Council and local
governments can authorise other departments or agencies to perform investor’s responsibilities in state
invested enterprises on behalf of respective governments. SASAC directly performs investor’s
responsibilities to 110 non-financial “central SOEs” (essentially corporate groups).
29.
The Druk Holding and Investments Limited (DHI) in Bhutan is the holding company established
through a Royal Charter issued by His Majesty the King of Bhutan in 2007. As the holding company, DHI
owns and manages its assets with full commercial discretion and flexibility, including investment,
divestment and business decisions under the guidance of its board. DHI ultimately has the responsibility to
meet dividend obligations to the Ministry of Finance. All DHI owned and controlled companies are
required to inform DHI as the principal shareholder on key business strategies, financial matters,
restructurings and on major decisions or any matter that may have significant impact on the shareholder.
With regard to statutory requirements and government policy related matters, the subsidiary companies
interface directly with the government or statutory agencies but keeps DHI informed. By the end of 2014,
DHI fully owned 11 companies and the total net worth of DHI subsidiaries at the end of 2014 was Nu.
3,500.59. Druk Holding and Investments Limited, the holding company is guided by the Royal Charter. All
DHI portfolio companies are, in addition to the applicability of the Companies Act of the Kingdom of
Bhutan, guided by the DHI issued Ownership Policy and the Corporate Governance Code. 11.
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30.
Temasek in Singapore manages its investments as an active investor and shareholder and for
delivery of sustainable value over the long term. Its portfolio companies are managed by their respective
boards and management while Temasek’s investment, divestments and other business decisions are
directed by its board and management, and without the involvement of the government. Temasek is
governed by a set of stringent financial policies and expects its portfolio companies to do the same. Capital
and liquidity management, liability management and forex management are key cornerstones of these
policies. Both Temasek and its portfolio companies are evaluated based on appropriate commercial and
financial goals.
31.
In Indonesia, the Ministry of State-Owned Enterprises is appointed and/or authorized to represent
the government of Republic of Indonesia as State Shareholder in Persero by taking account the prevailing
laws and regulations, as governed by Law No. 19 of 2003 on State-Owned Enterprises dated June 19, 2003.
In Korea, the Ministry of Strategy and Finance has authority on the ownership and co-ordination of stateowned enterprises according to the Act on the Management of Public Institutions. Its responsibilities cover
wide areas, such as the designation of institutions as public institutions, the oversight of their information
disclosure practices, the review of mid- and long-term financial management plans of SOEs, performance
evaluation, etc.
32.
Kazakhstan has an hybrid ownership model withhere the government authority actsing as a
shareholder in respect of Samruk-Kazyna JSC (the Fund). Samruk-Kazyna is the Government of
Kazakhstan in turn, is a shareholder of the profile companies as JSC NC KazMunayGas, JSC NAC
Kazatomprom and other enterprises. The founder of the Fund is the Government of Kazakhstan
represented by the Committee of State Property and Privatization of the Ministry of Finance of Kazakhstan.
The Government manages the Fund in order to enhance national welfare of Kazakhstan by increasing the
long-term value of the Fund and the organizations and effective management of the assets of the Fund and
organizations. The Government of Kazakhstan is the Sole Shareholder of the Fund. Rights of the subject of
law of the national ownership over the property of republican legal entities on behalf of Kazakhstan is
carried out by the authorized body on state property, the National Bank of Kazakhstan or other public
authority exercising the rights of the subject of law of the republican property under the Resolution of the
Government of Kazakhstan. Management of the republican legal entities is carried out by authorized
bodies of the sectors.
33.
India and the Philippines have dispersed ownership models with a large number of government
ministries or other high-level public institutions exercising ownership rights over SOEs. In the Philippines,
the Governance Commission for Government-Owned-or-Controlled Corporations is a statutorily-created
ownership entity under the GOCC Governance Act of 2011. It covers the “central advisory, monitoring,
and oversight body, with authority to formulate, implement and coordinate policies” over the GOCC
Sector. Although the powers of the GCG are within its legal competence to exercise, the law mandates that
some of the more critical powers be exercised in consultation with the Department to which a GOCC is
attached. The GCG is composed of five members: the Chairman (who holds a Cabinet rank) and two
Commissioners, all appointed by the President of the Philippines, with two ex-officio members: the
Secretary of Finance and the Secretary of Budget and Management. The GCG falls under the Office of the
President as its supervising agency.
34.
In India, the Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) are accountable to the Parliament of
India, to the Government, through their concerned Ministry, to the Controller and Auditor General who is
the constitutional body, other agencies like Planning Commission, Central Vigilance Commission,
Performance Management Division, High Power Committees and others. The public sector in India is
classified into Departmental undertakings, Statutory corporations and Government companies. As per the
Companies Act 2013, government of India, any enterprise having a shareholding of 51% or more in the
paid up capital, is termed as a public enterprise. India has “Dispersed ownership”: a large number of
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government ministries or other high-level public institutions exercise ownership rights over SOEs (in the
absence of a coordinating agency). The 51% shareholding may constitute the shareholdings from the
central government, state governments or both taken together. The SOEs are accountable to the Parliament
of India, to the Government, through their concerned Ministry, to the Comptroller and Auditor General
who is the constitutional body, other agencies like Planning Commission, Central Vigilance Commission,
Performance Management Division, High Power Committees and others. In recent times SASAC has seen
that the performance of public enterprises have been highlighted much by the media- through press reports
and therefore accountability to the press and media is also important in the current context. Public sector in
India is classified into- Departmental undertakings, Statutory corporations and Government companies.
The details of each one of them have been discussed in Table 10.
Table 10. Ownership function, India

No

Criteria

Departmental
undertakings

1

Establishment

2

Public corporation

Government companies

by a ministry

by the parliament under the
special act

by a ministry with or without
private participation

Legal status

no separate entity distinct
from the government

separate entity to sue and be
sued

separate corporate
existence

3

Capital

provided out of budgetary
Appropriation

provided wholly by the
government

part of it may be provided
by private entrepreneurs

4

management

government official from
the ministry concerned

board of directors

board of directors may
include private individuals

5

Control and
accountability

control vests with the
ministry concerned

Parliament

government (ministry
concerned)

6

Autonomy

no autonomy works as
part and parcel of the gov.

no governmental
interference in day to day
Affairs

some freedom from
governmental interference

7

Suitability

Defence public utilities

heavy industries and service
providing enterprises with long
gestation period

all types of industrial and
commercial enterprises

35.
There are several institutions involving in SOE governance in Viet Nam. The Ministry of
Finance (MOF) reviews SOE financial statements and may decide on the use of SOE profits, if any are
paid in as dividends. The Ministry of Planning and Investment may approve SOE investment projects. Line
ministries and provincial governments may approve SOE business lines, business plans, and development
strategies. The Ministry of Interior and Ministry of Labour, Invalids and Social Affairs (MOLISA) are
involved in executive hiring/firing, human resource management and remuneration. State economic groups
(SEGs) act as holding companies for a host of subsidiaries or affiliates, and an SEG chairman is ranked
equivalent to a vice-minister. SEGs are said to report to “the Government,” but no specific individual (e.g.,
Prime Minister or a Deputy Prime Minister) has been assigned to act as the responsible State shareholder.
Vietnam’s State Capital Investment Corporation (SCIC) under the MOF is assigned to manage state capital
in many SOEs for purposes of restructuring and sale.
36.
The ownership of SOEs in Pakistan is devoted to line ministries and line ministries are
responsible for oversight of Public Sector Companies (PSCs) performance and ensuring information
disclosure practices. Companies Ordinance, 1984 and Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance)
Rules, 2013 are the two legislations under which PSCs should be managed or controlled. However, a few
PSCs have their own acts enacted through the Parliament under which they operate. These acts include
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detailed guidelines for operations. In case of any ambiguity in these special acts, Companies Ordinance is
referred to.
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III. SOE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

37.
Many governments face complex challenges in improving the governance of SOEs. One of the
main challenges in doing so is to manage well the performance of SOE. The OECD has put lights on the
performance of SOEs and on how the state exercises its performance management and ownership function
put in place appropriate accountability and transparency processes (OECD, 2010). For instance,
accountability requires benchmarking performance against clearly defined objectives. The state as an
owner sets specific yearly targets and mandates their yearly objectives with specific performance
evaluation system or indicators. This part covers how each country implements the performance
management through developing specific yearly objective setting and reviewing and specifying
performance management/ evaluation indicators for individual SOEs. There are 1 countries with
performance management/ monitoring system among 10 Asia countries and Kazakhstan except Pakistan
and Myanmar.
3.1 Bhutan
38.
As the holding company, DHI (Druk Holding and Investments Limited holding) reports that it
owns and manages its assets with full commercial discretion and flexibility, including investment,
divestment and business decisions under the guidance of its board. All DHI owned and controlled
companies are required to inform DHI as the principal shareholder on key business strategies, financial
matters, restructurings and on major decisions or any matter that may have significant impact on the
shareholder. With regard to statutory requirements and government policy related matters, the subsidiary
companies interface directly with the government or statutory agencies but keeps DHI informed. DHI
ultimately has the responsibility to meet dividend obligations to the Ministry of Finance.
a. Reviewing performance: performance evaluation system of SOEs.
39.
DHI has developed a corporate performance management system aimed at providing the DHI
companies a framework for periodic target setting, reviewing and linking performance to corporate
incentives. DHI introduced a system of signing an Annual Compact with its Board and the companies. The
compact is a mutual agreement between the companies and the shareholder. The compact contains
activities with clearly measurable targets to be accomplished during the year. It is a corporate level
performance management system that covers target setting and monitoring & evaluating in performance
areas of financials, customer service, corporate governance and policy directed targets. Key performance
indicators (KPIs) are identified within the compact process for each company to focus on enhancing the
performance of the companies.
40.
The system is designed in such a way that the annual compact defines the overall corporate level
targets which are then cascaded down to different levels within each company (department, division, units)
and ultimately define individual performance ratings and individual target achievements which is tied to
the annual bonus and other HR linkages such as meritorious promotion, etc. As authorised agency, the
Planning and Monitoring Division under DHI manages the performance evaluation system for SOEs under
DHI. The Planning and Monitoring Division is guided by the DHI Corporate Performance Department in
practicing and maintaining the evaluation system within the holding structure, however CPAs and certified
external auditors also play a role in verifying the final financial information submitted by companies.
41.
The performance evaluation and monitoring system is based on a Compact Guideline document
developed by DHI for its portfolio companies. In accordance with the Ownership Policy which outlines
and defines this monitoring and evaluating relationship of DHI as the shareholder and the companies. DHI
has a Planning and Monitoring Division under the Corporate Performance Department whose sole task is
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to work with companies and company boards on the Annual Compact’s target setting, monitoring
performance and evaluation on a quarterly basis.
b. Reporting and auditing performance
42.
Performance evaluation is carried out on a quarterly basis by requiring the companies to submit
and present a quarterly, half yearly, third-quarter, and final performance report to DHI. The evaluation
based on the Annual Compact targets signed with each company looks at four areas/indicators: i) policy
directed objectives; ii) performance measurement; iii) customer service; and iv) corporate governance. The
evlauation of each category can be financial and non-financial or both. An evaluation on CEOs is carried
out annually by the Board of the company to award the CEO a leadership performance rating which is
taken into consideration during reappointment and impacts incentives.
43.
The assessment and evaluation of the previous year’s performance for each company is done in
January every year. For the current year, evaluations are carried out on a quarterly basis. Internally,
between DHI and its subsidiary, evaluations are carried out throughout the year (quarterly basis) but final
performance evaluations are carried out every year. There are 4 categories for evaluation indicators
following the consolidated performance information (financial performance) is published within the DHI
Annual Report. The Annual Report is published for the last fiscal year – “2014 annual report published in
2015”.
Table 11. Evaluation indicators into 4 categories in Bhutan

Financial performances

Non-financial performances

Quantitative indicators

Non-quantitative indicators

(Type Ⅰ)
Financial Compact
(Revenue; PAT; Net Interest Margin, etc.)

(Type Ⅱ)

(Type Ⅲ)
Customer Service
(Customer Satisfaction Index;
Industry specific indicators;
Employee Attrition Rate)

Policy Directed Activities
(Type Ⅳ)
Organizational Capacity/Management
Corporate Governance
Policy Directed Activities

44.
The annual report for each company contains specific financial and non-financial reporting that is
required to be reported according to the Companies Act of the Kingdom of Bhutan. Additionally, the DHI
Ownership Policy and Corporate Governance Code specify certain requirement such as a corporate
governance report to be included within the Annual Report of the company. Bhutanese SOEs provide the
information (contents) of individual SOE which is audited by an independent accounting firm. Companies
also maintain an independent internal audit function that monitors the activities and procedures within the
organization and reports directly to the chairman of the board or the board audit committee. The annual
report is the primary report published by SOEs, however some companies publish quarterly and
semiannual reports and magazines.
c. Incentives and sanctions
45.
In Bhutan, the performance rating indicators affects the reappointment of CEOs and all senior
management executives who are hired on a contract basis. Each contract term is for 3 years within the DHI
structure. The selection, appointment and reappointment of CEOs of DHI companies are guided by the
Guideline for Selection and Appointment of CEOs in DHI companies issued by DHI. Within this
document it is noted that the reappointment of an incumbent CEO shall be done given he/she has
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maintained an average performance rating of 85% and above during his/her tenure to be considered for
reappointment. Additionally, at least 75% of the company board (excluding the CEO) must agree to
propose for the reappointment.
46.
CEOs and senior executives remuneration package is discussed during the selection and
appointment process by the Nomination and Governance Committee of the particular company board.
However, the performance results of the company impacts the Performance Based Variable Allowance
(PBVA) provided to all employees including the CEO and senior executives within management. Based on
the compact achievement, Performance Based Variable Allowances (PBVA) is approved for companies,
which gets distributed to each employee in accordance to their basic pay as per the following table 13:
Table 12. Performance based variable allowance (PBVA), Bhutan

Compact
Achievement

PBVA payout guideline based on Corporate Level Performance
CEO

Employees

≥ 95

25% of annual basic pay

15% of annual basic pay

75% - 95%

Prorated PBVA payout of 1.5% for every point
of achievement

Prorated PBVA payout of 0.75% for every
point of achievement

≤ 75%

No PBVA payout

No PBVA payout

47.
In order to create particullarly stringent performance monitoring and evaluation processes for the
CEO, the CEOs of the DHI companies receive their PBVA based on a total CEO’s performance rating
point which constitutes 20% from a leadership performance rating carried out by the Board and 80% from
the company’s compact achievement.
3.2 China
a. Reviewing performance: performance evaluation system of SOEs.
48.
SASAC, the organization performing the ownership responsibility, assesses the performance of
SOE principals. Assessment result will affect the remuneration, promotion and demotion of SOE principals.
Article 27 of Law of the People’s Republic of China on the State-Owned Assets of Enterprises stipulates
that the state establishes the performance evaluation system of executives in enterprises invested by the
state. The organization performing the responsibility of investors should conduct annual and tenure
performance evaluation of executives and determine their incentives and restraints. The performance
evaluation is conducted based on the responsibility contract of operation performance.
49.
The central SOEs are mainly evaluated by the Bureau of General Affairs in SASAC. Its
responsibility is to improve the performance evaluation system of executives in enterprises under its
supervision and conduct annual and tenure evaluation of these enterprises. The Bureau of General Affairs
in SASAC is responsible for the performance evaluation of enterprises under its supervision. The target
and result of performance evaluation are jointly determined by relevant bureaus and agencies in SASAC.
b. Reporting and auditing performance
50.
The annual performance evaluation focuses on profitability and development quality. SASAC has
two basic indicators and two classification indicators. The basic indictors are set to evaluate profitability
and capital performance efficiency, namely the profit and economic value added. The classification
indicators are set according to the functions, industrial features and management short planks of enterprises.
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The tenure performance evaluation focuses on strategy and sustainable development. The basic indicators
are set to evaluation the increment and preservation of state-owned assets and asset turnover ratio. The
classification indicators are set according to the enterprise development strategies and long-term
development capacity. The results of performance evaluation fall into five categories, namely A, B, C, D
and E. Enterprises scored A, B and C are regarded as qualified.
51.
The annual performance evaluation should focus on profitability and development quality. China
has two basic indicators and two classification indicators. The basic indictors are set to evaluate
profitability and capital performance efficiency, namely the profit and economic value added. The
classification indicators are set according to the functions, industrial features and management short planks
of enterprises. The tenure performance evaluation focuses on strategy and sustainable development. It has
two basic indicators and two classification indicators. The basic indicators are set to evaluation the
increment and preservation of state-owned assets and asset turnover ratio. The classification indicators are
set according to the enterprise development strategies and long-term development capacity. The results of
performance evaluation fall into five categories, namely A, B, C, D and E. Enterprises scored A, B and C
are regarded as qualified.
Table 13. Evaluation indicators into 4 categories in China

Quantitative indicators

Financial performances

(Type Ⅰ)
Total profit
Economic value added
Asset increment and preservation ratio
Asset turnover ratio
Portion of cost in revenue
Asset-liability ratio

Non-financial
performances

(Type Ⅲ)
Technical input ratio
Number of new products
Oil and gas output

Non-quantitative indicators

(Type Ⅱ)

(Type Ⅳ)

c. Incentives and sanctions
52.
Enterprise executives with annual performance evaluation results of D or E for two consecutive
years or tenure performance evaluation results of D will be replaced by new executives designated by
SASAC. The annual performance evaluation result determines the executives’ performance salary. The
performance salary of deputy executives is 0.6-0.9 times of the performance salary of executives according
to their performance. The incentives are determined by the result of performance evaluation. China will
launch the tenure incentive system. That is, according to the results of tenure performance evaluation, the
executives can gain as much as 30% of his or her total salary as tenure incentive.
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Table 14. Incentive of executives, China
E Enterprise

zero performance salary

D Enterprise

performance salary = 0-1 time of basic salary

C Enterprise

performance salary = 1-1.5 times of basic salary

B Enterprise

performance salary = 1.5-2 times of basic salary

A Enterprise

performance salary = 2-3 times of basic salary

3.3 India
a. Reviewing performance: performance evaluation system of SOEs.
53.
The performance evaluation and monitoring of SOEs in India has been institutionalized. The
current system of performance management in SOEs was initiated during mid-eighties following global
best practices. The Indian Government adopted the system of performance contracting –rechristened as
MoU system (memorandum of understanding) to measure the performance of state owned enterprises. This
system has stabilised substantially with good results. All the SOEs are covered under this system. There is
a transparent methodology for evaluating the SOEs and the results are made public.
54.
The beginning of the MoU system in India was Arjun Sengupta Committee report which as early
as 1984 suggested the need for introducing a MoU between the administrative ministry and the PE
managers. The MoU was to be the critical interface in the relationship between the ministry and the public
sector which was ambiguous. As an instrument it was first introduced in its test phase in 1987-88 based on
the French system of performance contracting and a year later it switched to the signalling system and has
now been refined to the ‘balance score card’ approach7. The system was introduced on the concept of
Management by Objectives (MBO) to give greater autonomy to managers in the public sector and
simultaneously make them more accountable for the performance of the enterprises. The MoU system has
been refined and fine-tuned at regular intervals to ensure the MoU system keeps up with the evolution of
the public sector itself.
55.
The MoU system in India is not backed by a legal framework. In 1985, in a meeting of the Group
of Ministers (GOM) it was decided to introduce the MoU system in CPSEs and it was implemented in1986.
The system is rooted in a cabinet decision aimed at affording greater autonomy to public enterprises from
government control. Along with the increased autonomy for managers there was a corresponding increase
in accountability as well where the government would continue to have control over the enterprises
through ‘priori’ supervision by target setting at the beginning of every year through ‘performance
evaluation’. The system derives further strength from the fact that a High Power Committee chaired by the
Cabinet Secretary and the Group of Secretaries as its members which gives direction and guidance to the
system of MoU and keeps its utility and relevance with changing times.
56.
The MoU is a signed document highlighting the proposed targets set by SOEs to be achieved
during the financial year. This document is signed by the Chief of the SOE as well as the head of its
administrative ministry. The public enterprises have been established by the government and there arises
the need for public accountability as investments are made from public funds. PE’s are mandated to uphold
values and achieve objectives for which they have been established. Public enterprises have been made
accountable to a number of institutions as presented in the figure 3.
7.

Described in OECD (2010)
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Figure 3. Public enterprises by public accountability, India

Department of Public
Enterprise

Government

Parliament

Public & Media

Central Vigilance

Control

Commission

Comptroller and
Auditor General

57.
SOEs are monitored by a number of agencies which includes Parliament, the Administrative
Ministry, the DPE, Comptroller and Auditor General, Planning Commission, finance Commission,
Vigilance, media, the Public at large and others. The figure 3 represents the agencies that monitor the
performance both in terms of financial and non-financial aspects of SOE performance. The public
enterprises are accountable to the Parliament of India, to the Government, through their concerned
Ministry, to the Comptroller and Auditor General who is the constitutional body, other agencies like
Planning Commission, Central Vigilance Commission, Performance Management Division, High Power
Committees and others.
58.
Public enterprises are accountable to fulfill the social objective for which they were set up, i.e.;
provide employment opportunities to all and promote growth and development in far flung areas of the
country. The Indian parliament as well as the Government of India, reviews the performance of public
enterprises from time to time. With the opening up of Indian economy, public enterprises have a mandate
to be financially profitable like any other private enterprise and achieve their performance targets set by the
government still retaining the mandated accountability to the Parliament and the Government.
59.
Public enterprises performance is closely monitored by their administrative Ministry/Government
on the financial and organisational performance aspects while on the other hand institutions like
Comptroller and Auditor General, Vigilance & Enforcement monitor the spending aspects of public
enterprises. Though, in the post liberalization era, public enterprises have been given more financial
autonomy and power of spending so that they can take quicker decisions and compete with other leading
enterprises in both public and private sector.
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60.
Public sector employees are bound by the rules and regulations of the government and are
accountable for their conduct during the term of their employment. This can be looked at from two
perspectives:-Vigilance angle- There is a constitutional body created Central Vigilance Commission which
is responsible to ensure prudence in the functioning of each enterprise. Ethics angle – The public sector
employees are also accountable for ethical behavior and code of conduct during their office tenure.
61.
The Government of India implemented the Right to Information Act 2005, and the public
enterprises have been brought into the fold of information accountability. Thus public enterprises are
responsible for sharing organizational information with the general public from time to time and bringing
in the element of transparency and accountability to the organization as a whole.
b. Reporting and auditing performance
62.
In the year 2009, Government of India established a Performance Management Division in the
Cabinet Secretariat headed by a Secretary Performance Management to oversee the performance
management and evaluation system across central government departments. The tool evolved for
measuring performance of government departments is called the Results framework document which is
similar to the MoU system and have very clearly laid down targets to be achieved by the departments
during the year. All the central government departments are covered by RFDs. The Planning Commission,
Finance Ministry, Vigilance are all part of this RFD process.
63.
The evaluation of SOEs is done through a rigorous process wherein the following process is
adopted for finalizing the draft MoU prepared by the SOEs to make the targets more meaningful and
challenging. The High Powered Committee (HPC) is the apex committee in the MoU system and is a
Committee of Secretaries (COS). The HPC is charged with assessing the performance of the MoU signing
CPSEs against the targets set in the MoU. Along with this, the HPC is also charged with assessing how far
the administrative ministries / departments have succeeded in keeping their end of the commitments as
promised in the MoU. The body is headed by Cabinet Secretary, GOI. The member Secretary of the
committee is the Secretary, DPE. The task force is charged with the target setting and assigning weightages
to parameters along with evaluation of performance of the CPSEs. The members of the task include exCivil servants, ex- Chief Executives of CPSEs, Professionals and academicians from relevant disciplines.
The task force has sub-groups called syndicates, each of which is charged with managing CPSEs in a
specific sector. The SOEs are categorised into 13 syndicates, each comprising of normally 5-6 members
headed by a Convenor, SD expert, Finance / CA expert, CSR expert, R&D expert and HRM expert.
64.
The process of the target setting and evaluation begins with the Department of Public Enterprises
first, with the (i) Release of the MoU guidelines in the month of October/ November; (ii) Draft MoUs to be
prepared on the basis of the guidelines and submitted to the administrative ministries; (iii) Examination of
draft MoUs by the MoU division of the Department of Public Enterprises and the subsequent circulation of
the critiques to be handed over to the members of the task force; (iv) Scheduling the MoU negotiation
meetings that begin from January / February; (v) Negotiation meetings to finalize the MoUs with the task
force (January – March) each year, (vi) Preparation and circulation of minutes, (vii) Draft MoU by CPSEs
on basis of minutes; (viii) Evaluation of MoU by the task force members as submitted by CPSEs and
vetted by DPE; and (ix) All MoUs have to be signed before 31st March of every year.
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Table 15. Evaluation indicators into 4 categories in India

Financial performances

Non-financial performances

Quantitative indicators

Non-quantitative indicators

(Type Ⅰ)
Profits, gross margin, gross profit, gross
sales, net profit, Resource
mobilization, Loan sanctions,
recoveries, Cash generation from
Operations

(Type Ⅱ)
Project implementation, Project cost(cost
overrun), Strategic Planning/Corporate,
planning/vision

(Type Ⅲ)
Productivity related, PBDIT/Total
Employment, Net profit/Net Worth,
Added Value/Sales, Working
Capital/Turnover

(Type Ⅳ)
HRM, customer satisfaction, corporate
social responsibility, corporate
governance

65.
Public Enterprise Survey is an annual document prepared by the Department of Public Enterprise,
Government of India. Apart from the other information on SOEs, the MoU evaluation process which is
carried out by the Department of Public Enterprise is also included in this report and published. The report
is also placed on the DPE website. Based the scores received by the SOEs their ranking is done. The
annual publication from the DPE, Government of India covers all the major issues around SOEs which
includes: i) Performance overview (yearly highlights); ii) Investment and pricing in SOEs; iii) Productivity
of SOEs; iv) International operations; iv) Financial delegation and HRM issues; v) Memorandum Of
Understanding System; vi) Research and development, Project implementation; vii) Revival &
restructuring of sick/loss making SOEs; and viii) Disinvestment & listing on stock exchanges
c. Incentives and sanctions
66.
Based on the MoU performance financial incentives and increments are provided to the managers
and important positions are handed over to personnel who perform well and achieve their targets. No
action of dismissal and revoking employees has been taken in the case of Indian SOEs. As SOEs are
functioning on par with their commercial counterparts in private sector, executives in critical positions are
chosen based on their performance track record and educational qualifications and their ability work in
team including communication techniques are the crucial skills required for senior executives to lead
organisations especially the SOEs in India.
67.
A system of PRP (performance related pay) is being implemented for Indian SOEs. Based on the
MoU scores incentives are paid to the SOE managers. The incentives system is an integral part of the
present system of MoU. The incentives system has two components – Monetary and Non-Monetary
incentives. These incentives combine to forms part of the core aims and objectives of the system for CPSEs
like: i) Increasing the autonomy of management of the company; ii) Removing fuzziness in goals and
objectives of the enterprises; iii) To evaluate the performance of the managers in the public enterprises;
and iv) To provide incentives for better performance in the future.
68.
The present system of incentives or performance related pay (PRP) was conceptualised in the
Second Pay Revision Committee report. According the recommendations of the Committee, the variable
Performance Related Pay would be available to the profit making CPSEs in accordance with their MoU
rating. A 100% eligibility for CPSEs achieving “excellent” rating, 80% eligibility for rating of “very good”,
60% for “good” and 40% for “fair” rating of basic pay. The CPSEs with “poor” rating for the MoU year
will not be eligible for PRP for that year (Public Enterprises Survey 2011-12).
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69.
One of the important recommendations made by the committee is that it should be mandatory for
all CPSEs to sign MoUs with their administrative ministries and secondly, it is also recommended that
CPSEs not signing MoUs should not be eligible for PRP. Prior to the introduction of the PRP system CPSE
employees had been paid the entire compensation which was guaranteed irrespective of the enterprise
performance or individual performance. The earlier system was at odds with compensation in the private
sector. In the private sector a large portion of the compensation paid to individual employees has a variable
component which is reflective of their contribution to the company’s performance. The 2nd Pay Revision
committee recommends that a similar system be introduced in the public sector enterprises as well. The
variable component itself would vary at the different levels of management in the enterprises where the
low level executives have a relatively low variable component which would increase as the individual is
higher up the hierarchy (Second Pay Revision Committee vide, No. 2(70)/08-DPE).
In India all SOEs are covered by MoU system except the sick enterprises which are referred to the BIFR
(Bureau of Industrial Finance and Restructuring) which works on reviving the enterprise. All SOEs are
evaluated on the basis of MoU system. The annual review results are submitted to the parliament and are
noted by the political and administrative heads.
3.4 Indonesia
70.
State-owned enterprises ("BUMN") are generally governed by Law No. 19 of 2003 on StateOwned Enterprises dated June 19, 2003 ("Law No. 19/2003"). BUMN are companies which are wholly or
partly, and directly or indirectly, owned by or form part of the Government of the Republic of
Indonesia.As mentioned earlier they come in to main forms such as a public utility enterprise/Special
Purpose Entity (Perusahaan Umum or "Perum") and limited liability State-owned enterprise (Perusahaan
Perseroan or "Persero").
a. Reviewing performance: performance evaluation system of SOEs.
71.
One designated government ministry, the Ministry of State-Owned Enterprises, is appointed
and/or authorized to represent the government of Republic of Indonesia as State Shareholder in Persero by
taking account the prevailing laws and regulations, as governed by Law No. 19 of 2003 on State-Owned
Enterprises dated June 19, 2003.
72.
Pursuant to Law No. 19/2003, the highest operational body in an SOE is its board of directors
which is the “Company Organ” which is authorised and fully responsible for managing the company and
are bound by a duty of loyalty toward the company. The board of directors represents the company, both in
and out of court, in accordance with provisions of the Articles of Association. SOEs are supervised by a
board of commissioners, likewise a “Corporate Organ”, which is in charge of supervising the board of
directors in accordance with Articles of Association as well as giving advice to board of directors.
73.
In Indonesia, the institutional basis for performance evaluation of SOEs is provided by a
statement named KPKU-BUMN (Assessment Criteria for Performance Excellence). These criteria were
developed by the Ministry of State-Owned Enterprises. KPKU provides a framework and method for
assessment in order to understand the strength, the opportunities for performance improvement, as well as
to guide the corporate planning and its implementation effectively. The evaluation system consists of
Interview and Examination of Documents. Fiscal year to the evaluation is one year but the performance of
SOEs is evaluated quarterly. Indonesia annually publishes a report in the name of “Ikhtisar Laporan
Keuangan Perusahaan Negara (BUMN)/ The Summary of SOEs Financial Report.
74.
In conducting the KPKU-BUMN, the assessors visit the SOEs directly. They provide guidelines
to evaluate the performance of SOEs. The guidelines provide things that will be asked to the management
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of SOEs. The assessment can be conducted through interview and documents review. There are 7 (seven)
indicators used to evaluate the performance of SOEs: (1) leadership; (2) strategic plans; (3) focus on
customers; (4) measurement, analysis and management’s knowledge; (5) focus on labour; (6) focus on
process; (7) business performance.
75.
The KPKU for state-owned enterprises applies a “balanced scorecard performance measurement”
to the findings of the assessment (for further details see OECD, 2010). Essentially, KPKU can be used to
monitor and strengthen every action of individuals, units and the organization as a whole. The findings of
the assessment can also serve as a starting point for a “continuous improvement cycle” within each
organisation. After the assessment is carried out by the board of directors by means of the quantitative
indicators mentioned above, the SOEs are also evaluated by the board of commissioners, which
subsequently make a report to the Ministry of State-Owned Enterprises.
b. Reporting and auditing performance
Table 16. Evaluation indicators into 4 categories in Indonesia

Financial performances

Non-financial performances

Quantitative indicators

Non-quantitative indicators

Financial Ratios, Net Profit, Growth

Risk Management, Share Performance

Corporate Events, Corporate Social
Responsibility Program, Corporate
Soundness Level

To ensure the punctual submission of
reports to regulators, public service
obligation, Implementation of GCG,
Awards

76.
In the annual report, the Ministry of SOEs provide complete Financial Information such as asset,
net profit, financial ratio etc. The Ministry of SOEs also provides Non Financial Information such as
Boards Information, GCG Implementation, etc. The guidelines are OJK rules about Annual Report.
Pursuant to Financial Services Authority Regulation (POJK) No. 6/POJK.03 /2015 dated April 1st, 2015
on Transparency and Bank’s Report Publication, All banks in Indonesia are required to publish monthly,
quarterly, annual report and other reports. In addition, pursuant to Capital Market and Financial Institution
Supervisory Authority (Bapepam-LK) (Now OJK) No. X.K.6 dated August 1st, 2012 on The Requirement
of Submitting Annual Report for Issuers and Public Company, Issuers and Public Company are required to
submit their annual report.
77.
Pursuant to Article 3 Financial Services Authority Regulation (POJK) No. 33/POJK.04/2014
dated December 8, 2014 regarding the Board of Directors and The Board of Commissioners of Issuers or
Public Company, it is stated that:


Paragraph 1: Members of Board of Directors are appointed and dismissed by General Meeting of
Shareholders (GMS).



Paragraph 2: Members of Board of Directors are appointed for the period of time and could be
reappointed.
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Paragraph 3: One Period of tenure of Board of Directors is not later than 5 (five) years or until
the closing of AGM in that period.

78.
The process of Appointment and dismissal of executives is clearly stated in the Minister of StateOwned Enterprises Regulation No. PER-03/MBU/02/2015 dated on Requirements and Guidelines of
Appointments and Dismissals of Members of Board of Directors of State-Owned Enterprises.
c. Incentives and sanctions
79.
Performance results from the last fiscal year have impacts on the settlement of annual
remuneration of the next fiscal year for CEOs or executives, as regulated in the Minister of State-Owned
Enterprises Regulation No. PER-04/MBU/2014 dated March 10, 2014 on the Guidelines for the
Remuneration of Board of Directors and Board of Commissioners in State-Owned Enterprises.
Performance results from the last fiscal year have impacts on the incentives, as regulated in the Minister of
State-Owned Enterprises Regulation No. PER-04/MBU/2014 dated March 10, 2014 on the Guidelines for
the Remuneration of Board of Directors and Board of Commissioners in State-Owned Enterprises. Salary
or Honorarium and other facilities received by Board of Directors and Board of Commissioners, as
regulated in the Minister of State-Owned Enterprises Regulation No. PER-04/MBU/2014 dated March 10,
2014 on the Guidelines for the Remuneration of Board of Directors and Board of Commissioners in StateOwned Enterprises.
80.
After the process of evaluation is finished, the assessor will soon make a scoring and feedback
report, including recommendation. That feedback report provides the strength, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats of the SOES. It is expected that through the assessment, the SOEs can improve their
performance in order to achieve performance excellence and provide benefits too stakeholders.
3.5 Korea
81.
The Act on the Management of Public Institutions defines the requirements for being designated
as public institutions (the term used to refer to all types of state-owned enterprises in Korea), types of
public institutions, the management body that deliberate and decide on the key matters of public
institutions, the appointment & composition of board of directors, guidelines on budget and accounting,
information disclosure practices, etc.
a. Reviewing performance: performance evaluation system of SOEs.
82.
The Ministry of Strategy and Finance publish the evaluation manual, organises a group of
evaluators and refer the evaluation of SOE performances to the evaluation team. The evaluation team
practice evaluation based on performance indicators defined in the manual and the Ministry reflect
evaluation results on their remuneration and appointment of executives.
83.
In Korea, the performance evaluation on public institutions is practiced based on the Act on the
Management of Public Institutions and the concerned authority is the Ministry of Strategy and Finance. In
accordance with Article 48 of the Act, the Ministry is practicing “Management Performance Evaluation.”
The act also defines the Ministry of Strategy and Finance as the authority which manages the evaluation
system, takes charge of composition and operation of the Evaluation Team which actually performs the
evaluation and reporting and application of evaluation results.
84.
The Public Institutions Policy Bureau under the Ministry of Strategy & Finance manages the
performance evaluation system for public institutions in Korea. As mentioned above, the Bureau takes
charge of the overall management of the evaluation system. Every year the Bureau publishes the evaluation
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manual, organises Evaluation Team, announces evaluation results, dispenses reward and takes penalizing
actions. The Public Institutions Policy Bureau does not practice the performance evaluation by itself. Every
year the Bureau organises the Evaluation Team comprised of civil experts such as professors, CPAs,
lawyers and certified public labour attorneys and the Team implement the evaluation.
85.
In Korea, the performance evaluation system is comprised of the evaluation on SOEs, CEOs, and
auditors.


The evaluation on SOEs consists of evaluation indicators in two areas – internal management and
core businesses.



The evaluation on CEOs is based on the Performance Agreement concluded by CEOs and
competent ministers. The subject of the evaluation is the efforts and performance of CEOs who
have been in the position for more than one and a half year. The evaluation is comprised of
evaluation indicators in two areas – common tasks (leadership & management accountability)
and performance tasks (accomplishments in (i) financial budget management, (ii) the
management of employee remuneration and employee benefits, and (iii) & (iv) mid- and longterm strategic tasks).



The evaluation on auditors is performed based on Article 36 of the Act on the Management of
Public Institutions. According to the Article 36 of the Act, the Minister of Strategy and Finance
may evaluate the actual performance of non-standing directors, an auditor, or auditors of the audit
committee. The criteria and method for the evaluation is prescribed in the evaluation manual
published every year. In 2015, the evaluation was practiced based on the evaluation indicators in
three areas – (i) Adequacy of audit activities and job performance, (ii) the results from the
external evaluations implemented by the Board of Audit and Inspection of Korea and Anticorruption & Civil Rights Commission and (iii) the results of evaluation on SOEs.

b. Reporting and auditing performance
86.
The performance during the previous fiscal year is subject to the evaluation on SOEs, CEOs and
auditors. For example, the performance between January 1, 2014 and December 31, 2014 was subject to
the performance evaluation on SOEs in 2015. The evaluations on SOEs and CEOs are implemented every
year. CEOs that have been in office for more than one and a half year are subject to the evaluation, though.
Since the tenure of CEO is 3 years, CEOs are subject to the evaluation just once during her/his term of
office.
87.
The SOEs evaluated “excellent in performance” receive a ministerial citation from the Minister
of Strategy and Finance, however, the CEOs of the SOEs evaluated “bad” more than once can be dismissed
with the proposal by the Minister of Strategy and Finance.
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Table 17. Evaluation indicators into 4 categories in Korea
Quantitative indicators

Non-quantitative indicators

Financial performances

(Type Ⅰ)
Debt ratio, Interest coverage rate,
Labour productivity, Equity productivity,
The rate of value-added, Return on
Asset

(Type Ⅱ)
Risk management, Budget transparency
practices

Non-financial performances

(Type Ⅲ)
Customer Satisfaction Survey Result,
The degree of government policy
achievement, The degree of core
business target achievement

(Type Ⅳ)
Corporate social responsibility’s practices,
Gender equality policy, Improvements in
labour conditions, public disclosure of
business information, management policy
on contract workers

c. Incentives and sanctions
88.
The annual remuneration system of CEOs and executives has little to do with performance
evaluation results. However, extra incentives are rewarded to CEOs, executives and employees depending
on their evaluation results. Therefore, the same incentive rates are applied to all the employees in one SOE.
The incentive rates are prescribed in the Guidelines on the Budget Compilation of Public Corporations and
Quasi-governmental Institutions. As for public corporations, CEO incentives are rewarded by 0 to 120
percent of their annual salaries in the previous year and employee incentives are rewarded by 0 to 250
percent of their monthly salary. As for quasi-governmental institutions, the multiple rate range for CEO
incentives is between 0 to 60 and 0 to 100 for employees.
3.6 Myanmar
89.
In Myanmar, state-owned enterprises are, as mentioned in previous part, enterprises incorporated
under the State-owned Economic Enterprise Law (SOEEL 1989) or the Special Companies Act (1950) as
legal form. The SOEEL governs economic activity in a range of specified sectors which are reserved for
state-owned economic enterprises. A state-owned economic enterprise is defined as an enterprise
incorporated under section 8 of SOEEL. Such enterprises can be incorporated by the government or
relevant line ministries. They have separate legal personality, perpetual succession and the right to sue and
be sued. However, they are not companies and are not governed by the Myanmar Companies Act.
Paragraph 10 of the procedures relating to the SOEEL recognises the power of the Ministry creating an
SOE under section 8 of the SOEEL to determine the duties, powers and governance and financial
arrangements of an SOE. These must be notified to the government.
90.
A SOEEL drafting working group committee under the supervision of the Ministry of National
Planning and Economic Development, as a focal ministry, is in the process of developing a definition of
State-owned Enterprises in line with the international standards. The Special Companies Act currently
governs the formation of companies that have both Government and private sector shareholders. The
Special Companies Act may be repealed when the revised Myanmar Companies Act (a draft is currently
available) is adopted.
91.
Reflecting the current legal situation, an overall performance evaluation or monitoring system for
state-owned enterprises has not been implemented as one. There is no single monitoring system for either
commercial SOEs or non-commercial SOEs. The distinction between commercial and non-commercial
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SOEs is not recognised in Myanmar’s laws. There is no single entity to monitor and assess the
performance of SOEs form each ministry. As mentioned the above, each management committee or
executive management team from each line ministry monitor and assess the performance of its SOEs. Each
SOE has its internal monitoring system organizing each management committee or Executive Management
Team under the guidance of each ministry, by the reason of lack of technologies and capacity building.
92.
Even though there is no sole ownership monitoring system for all SOEs, a management
committee or Executive Management Team from each ministry makes the performance evaluation or
monitoring system by itself. Each SOE has its internal monitoring system organizing each management
committee under the guidance of each ministry. The exercise of ownership rights is not normally delegated
in this way in Myanmar.
3.7 Pakistan
93.
In Pakistan, as indicated earlier, Public Sector Company means a company which is directly or
indirectly controlled, beneficially owned or not less than fifty percent of the voting securities or voting
power of which are held by the government or instrumentality or agency of the government or a statutory
body, or in respect of which the government or any instrumentality or agency of the government or a
statutory body.
94.
It has legal form depending on the incorporation structure, PSCs are classified into two categories,
first are those which are being incorporated under the Companies Ordinance, 1984 and the other is through
their special Act (e.g. Pakistan National Shipping Corporation and Pakistan International Airlines
Corporation). There is also commerciality, PSCs are classified into two categories depending on the nature
of operations namely commercial and non-commercial (not for profit companies under section-42 of the
Ordinance).
95.
Companies Ordinance, 1984 and Public Sector Companies (Corporate Governance) Rules, 2013
are the two legislations under which PSCs should be managed or controlled. However, a few PSCs have
their own acts enacted through the Parliament under which they operate. These acts include detailed
guidelines for operations. In case of any ambiguity in these special acts, Companies Ordinance is referred.
a. Reviewing performance: performance evaluation system of SOEs.
96.
Currently, there is no one unified monitoring and evaluation system for PSCs, in practice by the
line ministries except ministry of Water & Power (MoWP). However, they can exercise this right at any
time, they need to analyse and evaluate the performance of PSCs.
97.
Line ministries as representatives of the Federal Government, being the majority shareholder of
PSCs, can take the responsibility for performance evaluation and monitoring. However, currently there is
no proper monitoring and evaluation system in place. As a pilot study, in power sector, Performance
contracts (PCs) were signed by the ministry of Water & Power (MoWP) with electricity distribution
companies (DISCOs) to set performance targets for the next financial year and then evaluate their
performance on year-end.
98.
The companies are required to submit a report to the MoWP on the actual performance against
the set targets on monthly, quarterly and annual basis. MoWP reviews and analyse the actual performance
against the set targets in consultation with PSCs management. The MoWP evaluates the performance of
DISCOs by itself. Evaluation is being carried out regarding different aspects of DISCOs including: i)
Operational & Commercial Performance; ii) Financial Performance; iii) Customer Relationship
Management; iv) Human Resources Performance; and v) Safety Management Performance
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b. Reporting and auditing performance
99.
These performance Contracts are signed for a period of three years i.e. 2013 to 2015. DISCOs
have to submit their quarterly progress reports to MoWP. MoWP does not publish a consolidated report on
the performance of DISCOs annually. However, the concerned sector regulator namely National Electric
Power Regulatory Authority (NEPRA) publishes an annual report on the overall performance of Power
sector. The report is titled as “State of the Industry Report”
Table 18. Evaluation indicators into 4 categories in Pakistan

Financial performances

Non-financial performances

Quantitative indicators

Non-quantitative indicators

(Type Ⅰ)
Submission of financial statements

(Type Ⅱ)

(Type Ⅲ)
Load Shedding
Bill adjustments
AT&C losses

(Type Ⅳ)
Billing Cycle
Customer Relationship Management
Human Resource Performance
Safety Management Performance

100.
Yet general performance evaluation systems have not been established in Pakistan. The
Securities & Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP) is responsible to ensure information disclosures in
compliance with international reporting standards on quarterly and annual basis. SECP also issues
guidelines and rules to improve Corporate Governance practices in PSCs through the implementation of
Corporate Governance (CG) Rules. In case of Holding Companies with subsidiaries, Holding company
publishes annual performance report (including the consolidated and unconsolidated performance) semiannually and annually.
101.
Commercial SOEs are subjected to the monitoring system different from that of non-commercial
SOEs. Both are different, subject to the monitoring system purpose, because purpose of operations varies
for both. Commercial PSCs are profit oriented entities, however, non-commercial are created for the
promotional purposes which are non-profit companies. Therefore, both need to be monitored differently.
PSCs are obliged to prepare and submit their financial statements on quarterly basis and a detailed annual
report to SECP. However, line ministries, exercising the ownership functions can monitor and assess
performance of concerned PSCs at any time.
102.
According to the legislative framework in Pakistan, the only reporting line for PSCs is their line
ministries. However, in practice, there are several other layers for reporting and monitoring: i) Ministry of
Finance (MoF); ii) SECP; and iii) Sectoral regulatory bodies (set standards for operations)
3.8 Philippines
103.
In general, GOCCs (SOEs) are those organised under a special legislative charter or under the
terms of the Corporation code of the Philippines, as stock or non-stock corporations, vested with functions
relating to public needs whether governmental or proprietary in nature, and owned by the Government of
the Philippines directly or through its instrumentalities either wholly or, where applicable as in the case of
stock corporations, to the extent of at least a majority of their outstanding capital stock. Falling within such
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general definition would be Government-Financial-Institutions (GFIs) which are financial institutions or
corporations in which the government directly or indirectly owns a majority of their capital stock.
104.
Two other types of SOEs receiving specific definition/classification under the Act are the
Government Instrumentalities with Corporate Powers (GICPs) and Government Corporate Entities (GCEs),
which are expressly defined to fall into the genre of “GOCCs” but are differentiated only in the sense that
they are not organised with capital stock or with express separate juridical personality, but are not
integrated within the Government’s departmental framework, and therefore operate autonomously under
grant of express corporate powers exercised through a Board of Directors.
105.
The CPCS for the GOCC Sector, which is mandated under the Act, provides for a system of
compensation and benefits for GOCC officers and employees that is competitive with the private sector
doing comparable work, in order to attract and retain the best and the brightest and thereby improve service
delivery; that is affordable and sustainable, and is performance-based. Primarily, the Governance
Commission for GOCCs (GCG) is a statutorily-created ownership entity under the GOCC Governance Act
of 2011 (Rep. Act No. 10149), as the “central advisory, monitoring, and oversight body, with authority to
formulate, implement and coordinate policies” over the GOCC Sector. The GCG has been granted
authorisations under its charter which includes:
i).

Evaluation of the performance and determine the relevance of GOCCs, to determine whether they
should be reorganised, merged, streamlined, abolished or privatized, in consultation with the
Department to which the GOCC is attached;

ii).

To classify GOCCs based on parameters as the GCG may find relevant or materials, which shall
guide the GCG in exercising its powers and functions;

iii).

Promulgated, on the approval of the President of the Philippines, the organic documents of
“Ownership and Operations Manual for GOCCs,” the “Code of Corporate Governance for
GOCCs”, and the “Fit and Proper Rule” for Appointive Members of GOCC Governing Boards;

iv).

To recommend to the Governing Boards of GOCCs the suspension of any of their member who
participated by commission or omission in the approval of the at giving rise to violation or
noncompliance with the Ownership Manual;

v).

Establish the Performance Evaluation System (PES) for the GOCC Sector;

vi).

Promulgate, with the approval of the President of the Philippines, the CPCS for the GOCC Sector,
and conduct compensation studies for further develop the CPCS; and

vii).

Review the functions of GOCCs, and upon determination that there is a conflict between their
regulatory functions with their commercial functions, recommend to the President in consultation
with the supervising Department to which such GOCC is attached, the privatization of the
commercial operations, or the transfer of its regulatory functions to the appropriate government
agency.

106.
In addition, all appointments of directors to the GOCC boards can only be made by the President
of the Philippines from a shortlist prepared and submitted by the GCG. As main institution, it is primarily
the GCG under the GOCC Governance Act of 2011 (Republic Act No. 10149) that exercises the State’s
ownership rights over most of the GOCCs; and although the powers of the GCG are within it legal
competence to exercise, the law mandates that some of the more critical powers be exercised in
consultation with the Department to which a GOCC is attached. The GCG is composed of five members:
the Chairman (who holds a Cabinet rank) and two Commissioners, all appointed by the President of the
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Philippines, with two ex-officio members: the Secretary of Finance and the Secretary of Budget and
Management. The GCG falls under the Office of the President as its supervising agency.
107.
There is a specific legislation, GOCC Governance Act of 2011 (Republic Act No. 10149), which
constituted the GCG as the “central advisory, monitoring, and oversight body with authority to formulate,
implement and coordinate policies” for the GOCC Sector. The GCG has been statutorily-endowed with the
powers described above, and the law itself has provided for “operational clauses” for the management and
control of GOCCs to achieve the following state policies: The State “recognizes the potential of GOCCs as
significant tools for economic development,” and therefore adopts “the policy that the State, acting through
the GCG, shall actively exercise its ownership rights over GOCCs to promote their growth by ensuring that
operations are consistent with national development policies and programs.”
a. Reviewing performance: performance evaluation system of SOEs.
108.
The Act defines the term “Performance Evaluation System” as the “process of appraising the
accomplishments of GOCCs in a given fiscal year based on set of performance criteria, targets and
weights.” In turn, it defines the term “Performance Scorecard” as the “governance and management tool
forming part of the performance evaluation system which consists of a set of measures, targets and
initiatives that facilitate the achievement of breakthrough results and performance through the effective and
efficient monitoring and coordination of the strategic objectives of the GOCC.” Finally, the term
“Breakthrough Results” is defined under the Act as “the achievement of corporate goals and other
performance indicators as determined by the GOCC or its supervising department.
109.
The following organic documents were promulgated to provide for a system of management and
control over the GOCC Sector:


The Ownership and Operations Manual for the GOCC Sector (GCG Memorandum Circular No.
2012-06), which embodies the Objective and Underlying Policies for the State Ownership in
GOCCs, defines the roles of the various stakeholders within the GOCC Sector, sets out the
responsibilities of the National Government and the GCG in the operations and governance of
GOCCs, provides for the roles and responsibilities of GOCCs, as the act and operate under their
Governing Boards and Management, etc.;



The Code of Corporate Governance for GOCCs (GCG Memorandum Circular No. 2012-07),
which provides for the corporate governance standards applicable to GOCCs which the Act
mandates “shall be no less rigorous than those required by the Philippine Stock Exchange
Commission or the Securities and Exchange Commission of listed companies, or those required
by the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas or the Insurance Commission for banking institutions and
insurance companies;”



The Fit and Proper Rule (GCG Memorandum Circular No. 2012-05), which provides for the
standards for determining whether a member of the Board of Directors/Trustees or CEO is fit and
proper to hold a position in a GOCC, which shall include standards on integrity, experience,
education, training and competence.

110.
Pursuant to its mandate under the law, the GCG has put in place two performance evaluation and
monitoring system for the GOCC Sector, thus: Performance evaluation system (PES) for GOCCs (GCG
Memorandum Circular No. 2013-02): The PES provides the framework for setting the organization targets
of a GOCC. On an annual basis, performance agreements shall be entered into between a GOCC, as
represented by its governing board, and the state, as represented by the GCG. The achievement of the
targets shall serve as basis for the grant of Performance-Based Bonus (PBB) for officers and employees of
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the GOCC. The results of the PES are also used as basis to ascertain whether such GOCC should be
reorganised, merged, streamlined, abolished or privatized.
b. Reporting and auditing performance
111.
In the Philippines, it is the GCG that develops and implements the Performance Evaluation
System (PES) and the Performance Evaluation of Directors (PED). In addition to what has already been
discussed above, within the second and third quarters of each calendar year, the GCG undertakes
negotiations processes with the Management and Governing Boards of each of the GOCCs that will result
in the formal execution of a Performance Agreement with a Performance Scorecard System for the
following calendar year.
112.
PES is formally adopted the Balanced Scorecard System, and provides for a tool to evaluate the
performance of the GOCCs in five Perspectives: i) Learning and Growth; ii) Internal Processes; iii)
Finance; iv) Stakeholders; and Social Impact. The weights on each of the categories vary depending the
nature and mandate of the GOCC. The PED Score of each member of the Governing Board is based on the
following components: i) GOCC Performance Based on Application of the Performance Evaluation
System (PES) for GOCCs (60%); ii) Director Performance Review (20%); and iii) Director Attendance
Score (20%).
113.
Since under the ownership and operations manual prevailing in the GOCC Sector, the governing
boards of GOCCs are given the autonomy to manage the affairs of the GOCC and are the one primarily
responsible for pursuing good governance practice within their companies, the terms of the set of measures,
targets and initiatives that end-up in the performance scorecards of GOCC is primarily based on the
determination of the governing boards and their management, and the role of the GCG during the
performance agreement negotiations (PANs) is merely to ensure promoting the State’s interest of ensuring
that the operations of the GOCCs are consistent with national development policies and programs.
114.
Every quarter during the covered fiscal year, the GOCCs submit quarter reports of their
achievements/performance, which are vetted by GCG. At the close of the fiscal year covered, GCG
undertakes a review and validation of the target achievements, and determines the final score of GOCCs, to
allow them to determine whether they can declare the PBBs and the PBIs.
115.
GCG undertakes the performance evaluation system by itself, but the performance agreements
are always concluded based on separate negotiation processes with the governing boards and management
of each of the GOCCs. Prior to the start of the negotiation processes, the GCG sends out invitation for
supervising agencies of the GOCCs, representatives of the Commission of Audit (COA) and Department of
Budget and Management (DBM), and some private resources persons expert in the field of operations of
the particular GOCC, to join the processes.
116.
Both the PES and the PED are based on the performance of a calendar year. Negotiation and
conclusion of the Performance Agreement/Performance Scorecard for the covered year are held and
concluded the previous year. The results of the PES for a GOCC in a year determine the entitlement to the
grant of Performance-Based Bonus (PBB) for that year to its Officers and Employees. On the other hand,
the results of the PED determines not only the entitlement of each Appointive Director to the PerformanceBased Incentive (PBI), it also determines whether they have achieved an “above-average” score (at least
85%) to determine whether they are eligible for re-appointment to the Board of the GOCC.
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Table 19. Evaluation indicators into 4 categories in the Philippines
Quantitative indicators

Financial performances

(Type Ⅰ)
EBITDA (Earnings before Interest,
Taxes, Disbursement Amortization)
Margin
Return on Investments (ROI)

Non-financial performances

(Type Ⅲ)
Customer Satisfaction Rating
Percentage of Beneficiaries Served
Percent Increase in Passengers

Non-quantitative indicators

(Type Ⅱ)

(Type Ⅳ)
Establishment of Competency
Framework/Model
ISO Certification

117.
The GOCC Governance Act of 2011 mandates that “Within one 120 days from the close of the
year, the GCG shall prepare an annual report on the performance of the GOCCs and submit it to the
President and the Congress.” Hence, the report submitted by GCG is called “Annual Report” but always
accompanied with the theme that best describes the achievements of the GOCC Sector for the year covered.
118.
The Act requires only that GCG will provide in the report “its assessments of the GOCCs and
recommend clear and specific actions.” In practice, the particular evaluation and study conducted by GCG
of each GOCC, as well as the recommended action, are always contained in a specific Memorandum
addressed to the President of the Philippines. The annual results of a GOCC’s PES and PED are always
reported directly to the Chairman and the CEO of each GOCC as soon as they are out, with the Department
to which it is attached being given a copy of the report.
119.
The results of GOCC operations and their financial standings are consolidated in the Annual
Report usually composed of the following sections: Highlight of the Achievements in the GOCC Sector
found in the Message from the Chairman; An Executive Summary of the GOCC Operations; Report on the
Assets, Liabilities, Net Worth, Net Income, Dividends and Other GOCC Remittances, Financial Support
from the National Government (Subsidies, Equities, Net Lending), Consolidated Public Sector Financial
Position and Contributions of the GOCCs. GOCCs would also include a consolidated report on the results
of the PED and PED.
120.
The contents of the Annual Report are based on submitted financial statements of GOCCs as
audited by the COA whenever available. The reports on the PES and PED are always verified and vetted
on-sight by governance officers of the GCG. There is also a cross-checking with the Department of
Finance (DOF), the Bureau of Treasury (BTr) and the Department of Budget and Management (DBM) on
the figures and data pertaining to GOCCs.
121.
Starting the last quarter of 2015, the GCG will be formally launching the Integrated Corporate
Reporting System (ICRS), which is a web portal serving as the central repository of all data related to
GOCCs, and capable of generating reports as needed by GCG and other National Government Agencies
through the use of a business intelligence/analytics tool programmed into the system. The ICRS will be
composed of two modules:


GOCC Monitory System (GMS), which is a web-based module that allows GOCCs to directly
encode and submit financial and other performance reports. It is the facility within the ICRS that
collects data for effective evaluation and assessment of the performance of GOCCs.
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GOCC Leadership Management System (GLMS), which is the module project each GOCC’s
profile and deploys a database that allows the GCG and the public to effectively assess the
GOCC Directors, including nominees to the GOCC Governing Boards, to ensure they meet the
Fit and Proper Rule.

122.
As each GOCC enters the required data, users from GCG and other service-wide agencies can
interact with the business intelligence tool to either generate standard reports—or customize reports,
depending on the analysis required of the issue before them. The efficient and seamless flow of
information would enhance the policy on participatory governance from the private sector, empowering the
media the civil society to engage in policy discussions regarding each GOCC and the GOCC Sector as a
whole.
123.
The GOCCs officially publishes the Annual Report only. However, the formal launching of the
ICRS as discussed above would promote in a major way the implementation of the State policy contained
in Rep. Act No. 10149: “The governance of GOCCs is carried out in a transparent, responsible and
accountable manner and with the utmost degree of professionalism and effectiveness.”
c. Incentives and sanctions
124.
The “carrot and stick” mechanism for the PED is the implementation by GCG within the GOCC
Sector of the “Performance-Based Incentive (PBI)” for Appointive Directors, which authorizes the
distribution of PBI based on a multiple of the total per diems they received in the fiscal year covered, but
only when (a) they are able qualify the officers and employees to being entitled to the PBB; (b) have an
attendance record of not lower than 90% for the fiscal year covered; (c) they have a passing peer appraisal
from their fellow members in the Board. In particular, GCG has been empowered under the Act to provide
for incentives for Directors of GOCC Governing Boards, thus: “The charters of each of the GOCCs to the
contrary notwithstanding, the compensation, per diems, allowances and incentives of the members of the
Board of Directors/Trustees of the GOCCs shall be determined by the GCG.”
125.
The immediate monetary impact of performance evaluation systems in the Philippine GOCC
Sector (i.e., the PES and the PED), is determinative of whether officers and employees would be entitled to
the Performance-Based Bonus (PBB) and the Directors to the Performance-Based Incentives), in the
succeeding year when the previous year’s results are determined.
126.
Once the threshold PES Score is achieved by the GOCC (at least 90% Score), there will be a
forced ranking of officers and employees within four groupings, to determine the amount of individual
PBBs they would be entitled to. In order to arrive at such as forced-ranking, the management has to
employ the “Service Performance Monitoring System (SPMS)” which determines the entitlement of
officers and employees to merit increases also. The PED Score of each director not only determines the
amount of individual PBI the director is entitled to, but primarily determines whether the director has
achieved at least an “above average” grade for the year in review to warrant re-appointment to the
Governing Board.
127.
The officers and employees of the GOCC would be entitled to the grant of Performance-Based
Bonuses based on the GOCC’s overall score under the PED for GOCCs. In turn, the Appointive Directors
in the GOCC would be entitled to individual PBI, only if the performance of the GOCC has achieved a
PES score (at least 90%) that would entitle the officers and employees to PBB grants, ¬and having
achieved a passing grade under the PED system.
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3.9 Singapore
128.
Temasek manages its investments as an active investor and shareholder and for delivery of
sustainable value over the long term. Its portfolio companies are managed by their respective boards and
management while Temasek’s investment, divestments and other business decisions are directed by its
board and management, and without the involvement of the government.
129.
Temasek is governed by a set of stringent financial policies and expects its portfolio companies
to do the same. Capital and liquidity management, liability management and forex management are key
cornerstones of these policies. Both Temasek and its portfolio companies are evaluated based on
appropriate commercial and financial goals.
a. Reviewing performance: performance evaluation system of SOEs.
130.
To ensure its portfolio companies are managed on sound commercial principals and sound
corporate governance. It ensures its portfolio companies are guided and managed by effective boards
whose actions are guided by a set of commercial principals to create and maximise risk adjusted returns
over the long term. The authorised agency practices the performance evaluation system by itself.
b. Reporting and auditing performance
131.
The annual evaluation is based on overall performance with remuneration geared to short,
medium and long term incentives. The evaluation of the management (including CEO) of each portfolio
company is carried out by their respective board. The performance evaluation indicators vary from
company to company and for Temasek itself. A key measure is its total shareholder return (TSR) measured
against its risk adjusted hurdle rate. Individual Portfolio companies publish their own individual reports
based on whether they are listed or non-listed and in accordance with appropriate legislation and listing
rules.
c. Incentives and sanctions
132.
The performance evaluation results from the last fiscal year do not have impacts on the
settlement of annual remuneration of the next fiscal year for CEOs or executives in Singapore. But there
are incentives by performance evaluation. Short term remuneration awarded is given on an annual basis on
a company-wide, team and individual basis. Medium term incentives are based on an individual’s
contribution and performance over a period. Long term incentives are usually based on longer term
performance with time-based vesting conditions.
3.10 Viet Nam.
133.
The Vietnamese government, as already mentioned in previous part, defines SOE as an enterprise
with 100 per cent state ownership. SOEs are subject to a number of laws, decrees, decisions and circulars.
Major legal documents include:


Law on Enterprises amended 2014 defines the requirement for being designated as SOEs (Article
4), types of SOEs, the management body, the appointment and composition of board of directors,
information disclosure (Chapter IV).



Law on Management and Use of State Capital Invested in Production and Business 2014
specifies powers and responsibilities of the representative of state ownership and direct
representatives of the owner at SOEs and enterprises have state-ownership (below 100%) and
regulate the management and investment of state capital.
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a. Reviewing performance: performance evaluation system of SOEs.
134.
Although Viet Nam has a long history of running a state-led economy with the dominant role of
SOEs, the government only started putting in the legal framework on performance evaluation of SOEs
since early 2000s (See the Table 20).
Table 20. Legal framework on performance evaluation of SOEs in Viet Nam
No

Document

Abstract

Publish
date

State

1

Decree 61/2013/NĐ-CP

Regulations of Financial Supervision and
Performance Evaluation and Financial
Information Disclosure of SOEs

25/6/2013

Effective date
15/8/2013

2

Decree 51/2013/NĐ-CP

Regulations of Remuneration of boards and
executives in SOEs

14/5/2013

Effective date
01/7/2013

3

Circular No. 158/2013/TT- Guidelines on financial supervision and
BTC
performance evaluation of SOEs

13/11/2013

Effective date
28/12/2013

4

Circular No. 19/2013/TTBLĐTBXH

Guidelines on remuneration of boards and
executives in SOEs

09/9/2013

25/10/2013

5

Decision
No.115/2007/TT-BTC

Guidelines on Supervision And Assessment Of
The Operating Efficiency of SOEs

6

Decision
No.224/2006/QĐ-TTg

Regulations of Supervision and evaluation of
SOEs

06/10/2006

7

Circular No. 49/2004/TTBTC

Guidelines on criteria for assessing the
efficiency of financial activities of state-owned
credit institutions

03/06/2004

8

Circular No. 42/2004/TTBTC

Guidelines on Supervision And Assessment Of
Operation Efficiency Of SOEs

20/05/2004

9

Decision No.
271/2003/QD-TTg

Regulations of Supervision and Evaluation of
Operational Efficiency of SOEs

31/12/2003

Expired
25/09/2007
Expired

Expired

Expired

Expired

135.
By law, the Ministry of Finance is currently in charge of monitoring and supervising the
performance evaluation of SOEs. The Agency for Corporate Finance under the Ministry of Finance
manages the performance evaluation system for SOEs in Vietnam. Performance evaluation of SOEs is
administered in a three-step-procedure: (1) A self-evaluation by the SOE; (2) An evaluation by a line
ministry or provincial government, SCIC, SEG which is in charge of state ownership in the SOE, and(3)
An evaluation by the Agency for Corporate Finance, Ministry of Finance. It is a de facto internal
evaluation system. Evaluation reports developed by concerned ministries and provincial governments as
well as the appraisal report prepared by the MOF rely heavily on self-evaluation of SOEs themselves. No
independent team involves in the whole process.
136.
The performance evaluation system is comprised of the evaluation on SOEs and the evaluation
on CEOs. The evaluation on SOEs is measured and determined by several indicators geared toward
measuring financial efficiency. Besides, two social criteria are employed to reflect contribution of SOEs to
society.
b. Reporting and auditing performance
137.
In Vietnam, the performance in the previous fiscal year (for example, the performance between
January 1, 2014 and December 31, 2014) is subject to the evaluations on SOEs & CEOs. The evaluation on
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CEOs put emphasis on their management efficiency using following criteria: (1) Accomplishment of ROE
assigned by the State; (2) Result of evaluation on the SOE; (3) Other indicators to evaluate performance of
a civil servant guided by the Ministry of Interior. In Vietnam, the evaluations on performance of SOEs and
its CEOs are implemented every year.
Table 21. Evaluation indicators into 4 categories in Viet Nam
Quantitative indicators

Financial performances

Non-financial performances

(Type Ⅰ)
Revenue, profit and ROE, Overdue
liabilities and the capability to pay due
liabilities

(Type Ⅲ)
Supplying public goods and services

Non-quantitative indicators

(Type Ⅱ)

(Type Ⅳ)
Legal compliances regarding taxes and
budget remittances, credit, insurance,
environmental protection, employment,
wages, accounting and auditing,
submitting financial and other reports
when required

138.
Line ministries and provincial governments as well as SEG and SCIC, having the ownership of
SOEs in management, conduct semi-annual report and annual report named "Financial Supervision
Report" for every SOE. However, all reports are not published publicly. Viet Nam does have guidelines
with mandatory performance information for the annual report. ROE and ROA are two indicators included.
However, semi-annual and annual reports are not publicly disclosed.
c. Incentives and sanctions
139.
Performance evaluation results have a little effect on CEO's promotion or dismissal. It varies case
by case. In Vietnam, performance evaluation results from the last fiscal year have little impacts on the
settlement of annual remuneration of the next fiscal year for CEOs. Performance of CEOs varies from
excellent performance to bad performance depending on results of three indicators as like: i)
implementation of criteria for civil servants managing CEOs guided by the Ministry of Interior; ii) ROE;
and iii) result of the evaluation on the SOE
140.
However, the MOF is currently evaluating performance of CEOs by comparing financial
performance (ROE) with the planned targets approved by line ministries/provincial governments. In a
special case, the MOLISA, who is in charge of remuneration of SOEs' CEOs, compares financial
performance with that of the previous year. The remuneration fund of the next fiscal year for CEOs,
approved by the MOLISA, varies from 0 to 150% depending on financial performance compared with that
of the previous year.
3.11 Kazakhstan8
141.
In Kazakhstan, as mentioned earlier, the order of the state’s participation in legal entities and
especially their management are defined by the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On State Property”.
The Fund’s activities are carried out in accordance with and governed by the Law of the Republic of
8.

After the Network meeting, this part will be session 3.6 following the alphabetical order.
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Kazakhstan “On Sovereign Wealth Fund”, Law “On Joint Stock Companies”, Law “On State Property”
and the internal regulations of the Fund. In relation to its subsidiaries the Fund is guided by the Law “On
Joint Stock Companies” and “On Limited Liability Companies”.
a. Reviewing performance: performance evaluation system of SOEs.
142.
The authority performing the role of the shareholder in respect of Samruk-Kazyna JSC (the Fund,
Samruk-Kazyna JSC), represented by the Ministry of National Economy of Kazakhstan, has the function
of performance evaluation or monitoring system of state-owned enterprises. Prime Minister of Kazakhstan
chairs the Fund’s Board of Directors; heads of Ministries (Minister of National Economy and Finance
Minister) are ex-officio members of the Board of Directors of the Fund. As part of the work of the Board
of Directors of the Fund the shareholder has the function of performance evaluation or regular monitoring
system in compliance with the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On Sovereign Wealth Fund” and the
internal regulations of the Fund.
143.
The Shareholder (Government of Kazakhstan) has the function of performance evaluation or
regular monitoring system in compliance with the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan “On Sovereign
Wealth Fund” and the internal regulations of the Fund according to the Regulations on the Ministry of
National Economy. The Board of Directors of the Fund is the body that manages the performance
evaluation system. The jurisdiction of the Board of Directors of the Fund is determined in compliance with
the Law “On Sovereign Wealth Fund”:
b. Reporting and auditing performance
144.
The Board of Directors of the Fund carries out the performance evaluation annually by
considering the report on implementation of the Development Plan of the Fund over the past year, which
includes the strategic key performance indicators (KPI) of the Fund and their planned and actual values.
The report on the implementation of the Development Plan of the Fund over the past year is based on the
consolidated audited financial statements for the past year, prepared by independent international auditors
in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards. The consolidated audited financial
statements of the Fund for the last year was approved by the shareholder, i.e. Decree of the Government of
Kazakhstan.
145.
Evaluation is carried out at the end of the year, the interim results of the Fund’s activities are
quarterly submitted to the members of the Board of Directors of the Fund in accordance with the internal
documents of the Fund approved by the Board of Directors of the Fund. Implementation of the
Development Plan shall be monitored by the management board of Samruk-Kazyna JSC quarterly. The
management board of Samruk-Kazyna JSC informs the Board of Directors of Samruk-Kazyna JSC about
the results of monitoring over implementation of the Development Plan not later than the 1st day of the
third month following the reporting period. Annual Report on the implementation of the Development Plan
taking into account the audited consolidated financial statements of Samruk-Kazyna JSC for the reporting
year shall be provided by the management board of Samruk-Kazyna JSC annually, no later than June 20 of
the year following the reporting year to the Board of Directors of Samruk-Kazyna JSC to assess the
implementation of the Development Plan.
146.
The Fund and the Fund’s Companies annually prepare and publish an annual report in accordance
with the provisions of the Corporate Governance Code of the Fund and best disclosure practice. The annual
report on the execution of the Development Plan of the Fund includes definitely the planned and actual
values of the strategic key performance indicators (KPI) of the Fund for the fiscal year and is formed in
compliance with the Rules for the development, approval, monitoring and evaluation of development,
approval, monitoring, evaluation of implementation, reporting on the execution of the Development Plan
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of Joint Stock Company “Sovereign Wealth Fund “Samruk-Kazyna”, approved by the decision of the
Board of Directors of September 7, 2012.
Table 22. Evaluation indicators into 4 categories in Kazakhstan
Quantitative indicators

Non-quantitative indicators

Financial performances

Value growth
Net income
Extended dividends

(Type Ⅱ)

Non-financial performances

(Type Ⅲ)

(Type Ⅳ)

147.
Annual Report on the implementation of the Development Plan is formed for the reporting year,
taking into account the consolidated audited financial statements of Samruk-Kazyna JSC in the past year.
The Annual Report on the implementation of the Development Plan includes:


Report on the implementation of the Development Plan for the reporting period, using the audited
consolidated financial statements of Samruk-Kazyna JSC for the reporting year;



Executive Summary to the Report on the execution of the Development Plan for the reporting
period with a Report on the implementation of strategic KPIs and investment projects of
companies.

148.
The Annual Report on the implementation of the Development Plan taking into account the
audited consolidated financial statements of Samruk-Kazyna JSC for the reporting year shall be provided
by the management board of Samruk-Kazyna JSC annually, no later than June 20 of the year following the
reporting year to the Board of Directors of Samruk-Kazyna JSC to assess the implementation of the
Development Plan. In addition the Corporate Governance Code of the Fund has a separate section of
"Transparency". This section describes the principles of disclosure of financial and nonfinancial
information on the activities of the Fund and its organizations.
149.
The report on the implementation of the Development Plan of the Fund over the past year is
based on the consolidated audited financial statements for the past year, prepared by independent
international auditors in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards. The report on the
implementation of the Development Plan of the Fund is posted on the website of the Fund quarterly, after
six months and a year. In addition, the Annual Report and financial statements are posted on the site of the
Fund.
c. Incentives and sanctions
150.
According to the new Corporate Governance Code, evaluation of the KPI achievement by the
Fund and Companies as compared with the approved development plan is carried out on the annual basis.
This assessment has impact on the remuneration of the Head and members of the executive bodies; it is
taken into account in their re-election and also may be the reason for their early dismissal from office. In
addition to annual bonuses and long term motivational KPIs are established for 3 years, which take into
account the results of all three years.
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151.
The main factor in the appointment of the Head is compliance of a candidate with set
qualification requirements. Termination of the employment relationship with the Head is carried out in the
manner prescribed by the legislation taking into account the submitted materials of relevant Committees of
the Board of Directors. The annual bonus is paid to the CEO and managers following the performance
evaluation for the fiscal year. The results of the performance evaluation of the last fiscal year do not affect
the determination of the annual remuneration for the next financial year.
152.
In order to increase accountability for results and the creation of objective justification for the
award Board of Directors assesses the activities of the CEO and members of the executive body through
the use of motivational key performance indicators (KPIs). Motivational efficiency developed by the
Nominating Committee and Remuneration Committee by the cascading of strategic goals into concrete
figures on business processes/activities in the form of cards and makes the efficiency of the established
procedure for the approval of the Board of Directors.
153.
During the reporting period the completed card to the actual efficiency values, as well as
preliminary estimates of the size of the pay-for conclusion of the Internal Audit Service shall be made in
the prescribed manner to the Board of Directors for approval cards and efficiency of decision-making on
the issue of remuneration. The specific amount of compensation depends on the performance of the set
values of corporate and functional efficiency. Corporate efficiency is common for CEOs and leaders and
determines the remuneration for the performance of the company as a whole. The functional efficiency of a
differentiated set for each position and determine the remuneration for personal productivity. The issue on
inclusion of executives in the talent pool can be considered following the results of performance evaluation.
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Annex I: Summarised table9
Table 23. Summarised table of performance management in 11 countries
Bhutan
Yes

China
Yes

India
Yes

Indonesia
Yes

Korea
Yes

Myanmar
No

Authorised
agency

Planning and
Monitoring
Division under
DHI

Bureau of
General Affairs
in SASAC

High Powered
Committee,
Performance
Management
Division in the
Cabinet
Secretariat

Ministry of SOE

The Public
Institutions
Policy Bureau
under the
Ministry of
Strategy &
Finance

Each
management
committee or
executive
management
team from
each line
ministry

Reference of
evaluation

Compact
Guideline
document

two basic
indicators and
two
classification
indicators

i) Financial and
organisational
performance:
Each, ii)
Spending:
Comptroller and
Auditor General,
Vigilance &
Enforcement

The concept of
Malcolm
Baldrige using
the balanced
scorecard
performance
measurement

Every year the
Bureau
organises the
Evaluation
Team of civil
experts.

Each SOE has
its internal
monitoring
system by
management
committee or
Executive
Management
Team under
the guidance
of each
ministry.

How often?

Quarterly

Annual

Annual

Quarterly

Fiscal year

One year

One year

One year

One year

Performance
evaluation
system

9.

Pakistan
No. Line
ministries
analyse and
evaluate the
performance
at any time.
Securities &
Exchange
Commission
of Pakistan /
Line
ministries, ex)
ministry of
Water &
Power
SECP issues
guidelines
and rules to
improve
Corporate
Governance
practices in
PSCs.

Philippines
Yes

Singapore
Yes

Viet Nam
Yes

Kazakhstan
Yes

Governance
Commission
for GOCCs

Temasek

Agency for
Corporate
Finance under
the Ministry of
Finance

Board of
Directors of the
Fund

Ownership
Capital and
and
liquidity
Operations
management
Manual for the
GOCC Sector

(1) A selfevaluation; (2)
An evaluation by
a line ministry or
others, and(3)
An evaluation by
the Agency for
Corporate
Finance, Ministry
of Finance

Strategic key
performance
indicators (KPI)
of the Fund and
their planned
and actual
values over the
past year

Annual

Quarterly

Quarterly

Annual

Annual

Quarterly

One year

Three years

One year

One year

One year

One year

This table will be placed in session 3 with general review of performance management for 11 countries.
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Bhutan

China

India

Indonesia

Korea

Evaluation
4 indicators
criteria/
(Financial and
methodology non-financial &
Quantitative
and nonquantitative)

Five
categories,
namely A, B, C,
D and E.

· Performance
Overview
· Investment &
pricing in SOEs
· Productivity
· International
Operations
· Financial
delegation and
HRM issues
· MoU system
· R&D Project
Implementation
· Revival &
Restructuring of
Sick/Loss
Making SOEs
· Disinvestment
& Listing On
Stock Exchanges

· Leadership
· Strategic
Plans
· Focus on
Customers
·
Measurement,
Analysis and
Management’s
knowledge
· Focus on
Labour
· Focus on
Process
· Business
Performance

Publish
annual
report?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Myanmar

Pakistan

Philippines

Singapore

Viet Nam

Kazakhstan

4 indicators
(Financial and
non-Financial
&
Quantitative
and nonquantitative)

· Operational
&
Commercial
Performance
· Financial
Performance
· Customer
Relationship
Management
· Human
Resources
Performance
· Safety
Management
Performance

PES: Learning
and Growth,
Internal
Processes,
Finance,
Stakeholders,
and Social
Impact.
PED:
·GOCC
Performance
Based on
Application of
the PES (60%)
·Director
Performance
Review (20%)
·Director
Attendance
Score (20%)

The
performance
evaluation
indicators
vary from
company to
company and
for Temasek
itself. A key
measure is its
Total
Shareholder
Return (TSR)
measured
against its risk
adjusted
hurdle rate.

Evaluation on
CEOs put
emphasis on
their
management
efficiency: (1)
Accomplishment
of ROE assigned
by the State; (2)
Result of
evaluation on
the SOE; (3)
Other indicators
to evaluate
performance of
a civil servant
guided by the
Ministry of
Interior.

Provisions of
the Corporate
Governance
Code of the
Fund and best
disclosure
practice,
strategic key
performance
indicators (KPI)
of the Fund

Yes

No, however,
the sector
regulator
publishes an
annual report
on the overall
performance
of the sector.

Yes

Yes

Yes. Financial
Supervision
Report

Yes. Report on
the
implementation
of the
Development
Plan of the
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Incentives
for CEO and
others

Bhutan

China

India

Indonesia

Korea

The
performance
rating
indicators
affects the
reappointment
of CEOs and all
senior
management
executives.

Assessment
result will
affect the
remuneration,
promotion and
demotion of
SOE principals.
It determines
the executives’
performance
salary.

Financial
incentives and
increments are
provided to the
managers and
important
positions.

The settlement
of annual
remuneration
of the next
fiscal year for
CEOs or
executives

Performance
based variable
allowance
(PBVA)

Tenure
incentive
system

Performance
Related Pay
(PRP)

Criteria for
Performance
Excellence
(KPKU) BUMN

Myanmar

Philippines

Singapore

Viet Nam

Kazakhstan

Since the
tenure of CEO
is 3 years,
CEOs are
subject to the
evaluation
just once
during his
term of office.

Incentives for
Directors of
GOCC
Governing
Boards

No. The
performance
evaluation
results do not
have impacts
on the
settlement of
annual
remuneration
of the next
fiscal year for
CEOs or
executives.

Yes. CEO's
promotion or
dismissal

Yes. Annual
bonus & reelection which
take into
account the
results of all
three years

The SOEs
evaluated
“excellent in
performance”
receive a
ministerial
citation from
the MOSF.

Grant of
PerformanceBased Bonus
(PBB)

Yes.
Incentives by
performance
evaluation

Yes

Yes. Talent pool
can be
considered
following the
results of
performance
evaluation
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Pakistan

Annex II: Questionnaires
Part 1: The following questions are about the general framework of the SOE sector.
1.1. How does your country define state-owned enterprises? What kinds of enterprises or institutions are
defined as state-owned enterprises in your country? The definition standards may be stipulated or
conventionally recognised ones.
1.2. How are state-owned enterprises classified in your country? If more than one may apply in the below
box, please check all of them and explain.
Please Check as
appropriate

Classification standards
Legal form
Commerciality
Other standards
(Please explain here in detail):

1.3. Please describe how the ownership function is placed within your state administration, and check
below as appropriate. If more than one may apply, please check “hybrid model” and explain.
Please Check as
appropriate

Ownership Model
One centralised ownership agency, holding company or government ministry, exclusively
performing the role of ownership
A small number of ownership agencies, holding companies, privatisation agencies or similar
bodies owning portfolios of SOEs separately
A coordinating agency with non-trivial powers over SOEs formally held by other ministries

10

One designated government ministry (whose principal responsibilities go beyond the
ownership function)
“Dual ownership”: two ministries or other high-level public institutions jointly exercise the
11
ownership
“Dispersed ownership”: a large number of government ministries or other high-level public
institutions exercise ownership rights over SOEs (in the absence of a coordinating agency)
“Hybrid model”: combining some of the above features
(Please explain here in detail):

10.

For example a coordinating agency or specialised unit acting in an advisory capacity to shareholding
ministries on technical and operational issues, in addition to being responsible for performance monitoring.

11.

This would be the case where different aspects of the ownership functions are allocated to different
ministries – e.g. one ministry is responsible for financial performance and another for operations, or each
ministry appoints a part of the board of directors.
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1.3.1. Please provide the name of the institution (agency, ministry, specialised unit, etc.) that takes the
responsibilities for the ownership function, its legal form, mandate and responsibilities vis-a-vis
government and parliament. If more than one body is involved, provide information for all.
1.3.2. Please provide an overview of the portfolio of the ownership function (number of enterprises;
approximate size). If more than one body is involved, provide information for all main
ministries/institutions involved and their individual SOE portfolios.
1.4. Do you have any specific legislation or guideline that defines how state-owned enterprises should be
managed or controlled?

Part 2: The following question is about the general framework of the performance evaluation system
of SOEs.
2.1. Does the institution ownership function have performance evaluation or monitoring system for stateowned enterprises? If so, please explain it in detail. If your answer is no, proceed to Part 5 directly.

Part 3: The following questions are about the various aspects in practicing the evaluation system of
SOEs.
3.1. Is the performance evaluation or monitoring system based on legal framework? For example, is it
based on specific legislation, guideline or written agreement? If so, please explain in detail such as main
contents of the legislation and the authorised agency (ministry, specialised unit, etc.) which manages the
system.
3.2. Please provide more detailed information on the authorised agency (ministry, specialised unit, etc.)
which manages the performance evaluation system mentioned above.
3.2.1. What are the roles of the agency?
3.2.2. Does the authorised agency (ministry, specialised unit, etc.) practice the performance evaluation
system by itself?
3.3. Does the evaluation system consist of more than one evaluation depending on the evaluation subject?
If so, please explain briefly about each evaluation.
3.4. The following questions are about the evaluation period and the subject year(s).
3.4.1. Which fiscal year(s) are subject to the evaluation?
3.4.2. How often is the performance of SOEs evaluated?
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3.5. Is the evaluation performed with evaluation indicators? What kind of evaluation indicators are used to
analyse? Please classify the evaluation indicators into 4 categories according to the following criteria and
fill out the box below as appropriate.
Quantitative indicators

Non-quantitative indicators

Financial performances

(Type Ⅰ)

(Type Ⅱ)

Non-financial performances

(Type Ⅲ)

(Type Ⅳ)

3.6. Does the institution (agency, ministry, specialised unit, etc.), having the ownership of SOEs in
management, publish an annual report with consolidated performance information? If so, what is the title
of the report?
3.6.1. Do you have any guidelines for an annual report? If so, what kinds of performance information are
included in an annual report? Do you have any mandatory performance information that should be
included in the report?
3.6.2. How is the accuracy of annual report contents obtained?
3.6.3. Do you only publish annual report, or also publish semi-annual or quarterly report (on SOEs)?

Part 4: The following questions are about the application and the use of performance evaluation.
4.1. Performance Evaluation and Reappointment or Dismissal of Executives
4.1.1. According to the performance evaluation, the contract of CEO (executives, etc.) can be
automatically renewed or are they dismissed from its position? If the evaluation results affect
reappointment or dismissal, who is targeted – CEO, executives, etc.?
4.1.2. If not, what other factors are critical for the appointment and dismissal of executives? Please provide
as much information as possible.
4.2. Performance Evaluation and Monetary Compensation
4.2.1. Do performance evaluation results from the last fiscal year have impacts on the settlement of annual
remuneration of the next fiscal year for CEOs or executives? If so, how does it affect? Please provide as
much detail as possible.
4.2.2. Incentives are provided by performance evaluation?
4.3. In what other cases, performance evaluation is exploited?
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Part 5: In the case that performance evaluation system has not been established,
5.1. Does the state – or any entity designated by the state – evaluate or monitor aspects of the performance
of state-owned enterprises? If so, please provide details. For example, who/which institutions are in charge
of evaluation or monitoring?
5.2. If the exercise of ownership rights has been delegated to corporate bodies such as holding companies
or asset managers, how are these entities expected to assess and report on the financial and non-financial
performance of their portfolio companies?
5.3. Are commercial SOEs subject to the monitoring system different from that of non-commercial SOEs?
5.4. How often does state and/or relevant other entities monitor and assess performance?
5.5. Please describe provide, in your own words, as much supplementary information as possible about the
procedures actually in place.
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